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This thesb is an exploration of the transwrsality of and ôetween aie 
concepts 'moôility' and 'hame' that is embodied in the Mobile Home 
as a building type. This is investigated through the wwk of Le 
Coibusiet, Allan Wllis, lain Chambers, Paul Virilb, Giiies DeWe 
and Felk Guettari, Nigel Thrift, Tim Cresswll, Marc Au@, Bllan 
Massuml, Kim Adams, Andrea Zmel, Rkhad Misfach, David 
Rigsbe, Bruce Ctiatwin, and osiers. It is an ambulatory voyage 
through the works of thase afWs and authors, set against the evolu- 
tbn of the Mobile Home as coricegtual frsmework and American 
indusîrialfy manufacturexi building type. The wofk k men from the 
perspective of one interested in uncovering aie implications for the 
theary, understanding, and design meaiodokgy of architeduie and 
design. 



.. .trailem am famous for what they do not 
do (exeept once), 





not a fantasy that necesudly cryst.üzer 
into (aven) a dnam, 
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but one that luks  in the backwateir of 
consciousmrs, prepand to mova to the 
foreont in th. s h y n  of hopa, should the 
n e d  arisa... 



The tact of the matter is thrt the neeâ 



It har alreaây risen many tirnos over, and 
it stands to rlsa again. 

-2 6s;. 



This nad,  like the fantasy of flight, stays 
al& within th. consciousne~ss aie way 
duit trised behind a truck 
maintains il virhirl levitation long mer the 

truck hrs drlvan rway. 



One wondam whrt pmvenk the dust from 
followina, exce~t that it is mrt aarth, mart 

depending, âovdd of rny essence, it 
constitutas a perfect dieamhg nnae, not 

the pmparty of-anyone in prrtl~ular,~so the 
air can nevu k u i d  to k m l l y  ckar of 

it. 
.$yp. 









for indead, since wa make t b m  fioin our 
own idequaeies, 
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Give me Land, lots of land under starry skies above, 
Don1 fence me in. 

Let me rfde through the wide-open country that I love 
Don1 fence me in. 

Let me be by myseNf in the evening breeze, 
Listen to the murmur of the cattonwood trees, 

Send me off forever, but I ask you please, 
Dont fence me in. 

Just turn me b s e ,  
Let me straddte my old saddle underneath the western skies. 

On my cayuse, 
Let me wander ove? yonder till I see the mountains rise. 
I want to ride to the ridge where the West commences, 

Gaze at the moon till I lose my senses, 
Cm? look at hobbles and I can't stand f a a s ,  

Dont fence me in. 

Cole Porter 



photo by A m i  Adams, Yoæmite N a m  Park 



a man ownr land, the land ownr him.* 

Ralph Waldo Emerson Weaith 1860 





uArchitecture must be of the hill rather 
than on the hill." 

Frank Uoyd Wright 





''Loss is Uofe.'' 

Meis van de Rohe 





to Rafael, Rob and Richard. (Reading  ilk kg and Rithmat ic... 
there's a /oke just waiüng to happen there ...) The best as well as the 
rnost interesting thesis cornmittee that I could have ever wished for. 

And most especially to Laine who has not divorced me. 

Ureless to ask a wandering man 
Advfce on the construction of a house. 

The work will nevar corne to completion. 

Chinese Book of Odes 

August 1999 
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The character of the Mobile Home is represented perfectly in its name. 
The tems 'mobile' and 'home' represent a pair of polarired opposites. 
'Home' houses conservative issues of identity, meaning, attachmmt; 
whereas 'mobile' insinuates action, mutability, fluidi, dynamisism and 
potential, When put together, theSe ternis possess a tension - a 
charge - that creates a field of disturbance. This book is an 
investigation of this field, 

The Mobile Home as a building type is removed from monumentdity 
by al1 counts. It is mass-produced, quickly and cheaply manufactured, 
non-personal, and most importantiy holds on to the potential of 
displacement. It therefore casts away any romantic pretense of 
attachment to place. Rootless by definition the mobile home is the 
antithesis of the castte, alaiough what it is exactly to those who inhabit 
them defies easy definiaon, The mobile home does retain an almost 
schizophtenic spirit, coming as it does from the remational vehide, it 
retains a nomadicisrn wtiich acts in conjunction with the actual thinness 
of the walb to mate a kind of neutrality which borders on 
disappearance. However, they are homes, and as such are subject to 
the ewtremely demanding personal and Miosyricratic housing 
requirements: requirements that are generally assodateci with 
rootedness, pemanence, and the establishment of the intrinsically 
consenrative nature of place and place attachment. The mobile home 
industry, partially in response to market demands from the general 
public, and partially to dimiriate the 'mobile' in the 'mobile home', is 
moving away from implied mobil i  and towards the 'manufactured 
house' a quality-controlled but cheaply made facbry-buiit parody of 
the sitebuiit stick-frame detached single family home that is so dear to 

the hearts of North Americans. 

The Mobile Home has not enjoyed a positive image in the c o l ~ i v e  
imagination of the public represdng many of aie negative 
stereotypes of the poor and the disenfranchised. But is it not 
conceivable that mis prejudke is blinding the potential of the mobile 
home which fies not in how it compares to the traditional house, but 



rather in how it does not? That is: daes its 'weakness' of 'lightness of 
being' not in fact represent its greatest asset? 

What this book aîtempts to do is to respond to this question by probing 
the foundaüon of Western values, attitudes and prejudices to se9 if 
there is any possible way of kosening some of those stones. What 
happens to the structure if the foundation is removed? Can it stand 
without bearing on its foundation - can 1 be free of the 'ciushing 
weight' of monumentality and history? 

To m i n  the investigation, Architecture's reiationship with permanence, 
refiability and stasis must first be investigated. Is there a less 
tenitoriaily motivated way of buiwing and habitaüon? If so, what are 
the architectural manifestations of this? What is the nature of a building 
that has no defined and permanent relationship to a particular place? 

The 'permanent' or 'territorial' prerogatives are arguably so deeply 
ingrained into the social fabric of western culture that they represent 
cor8 values that are often taken as an unspoken and assumed 
foundation of our social makeup. It may be that these values 
unconsciously limit the sape of vision, and prevent seeds of other 
perhaps incompatible ontologies from taking root, or better yet, from 
being 'seen'. 

Such rnay be the case for the Mobile Home and its peculiar 
relationship to Architectural ttieory and practice. This relationship is 
characterized not so much by aggressive marginalization or 
subjugation (aithough that, too, is apparent) as by an inabili to 'see' 
the value of such a building type. There is oveiwhelming evidence 
within the last few yeaw that the mindset that pmi ts  the mobile home 
to be 'seen' as a subject worthy of study is developing: at least wittiin 
the theory of the architectural 'avant garde'. The shared characteristic 
of this ontology is a decreased valuation of the formal composition of a 
building, a basic distrust in stylistic concerns in favour for processuai, 
non-fomalùed, topological approach. It makes a habit of relinquishing 
the temtorial prerogative that places, the ownership of land, the 
domination of the environment, and the monurnerital heaviness of 



building in question. It offers, perhaps obliqudy, an opportunity for a 
'nomadic' approach Mich is prediied upon potential, rather than on 
defensive posturing, protective hunkering, and retractive carapacing. It 
presents a lightening. 

To be properly subjective about this analysis, I should be clear that I 
mis investigation has taken on a North American perspective: 
borrowing as it is want to do from certain European precedents, (which 
is inevitable for the study of western Architecture), and infusing it with 
its own peculiar brand of interpretatbn. The arguments form not so 
much a sîatic point of view to be 'defendeci', but rather an 
interpretation which has by the nature of the work taken on a certain 
rhiromatic serenâipity which, to be honest, has lead to a number of 
headaches for the author, who has been ttioroughly scbled in linear 
thought. Frorn this path that I have woven through the subject, it is my 
h o p  that the nature and potential of 'mobile home' will come out of the 
work not so much as a series of neat checklist of points to be cross- 
referenced at the time of design, but as rather a feeling for the subpct 
that borders on intuition. Perhaps a tall order, but one can hop. 

Of course, this text is an offering: there is no right or no wrong. I was 
not, through the course of the writing and rmarching of this thesis, 
trying to becorne a raving bbbyist for the Mobile Home industry. I do 
not suppose to fundamentalty change the way Architecture is seen and 
appreciated by everyone involved, nor erode the validity of the cunent 
or prevalent modes of understanding. I say this not as an advocation 
of position or a weakening of stance, but as a puiposehil positioning 
which allows for aie appropriation of id8as by the reader as m s a r y  
based upon not a dictatorial 'showing of the way' but rather as an 
introduction to a mode of thinking that could possibly lead to a 
consdous awareness of the point of view we empioy in out 
understanding of the built environment. To this end, I have avoided 
reference to specifïï works of 'famous' arctiitects, for they cany with 
them a great deai of baggsge that may interfere wilh the path being 
folbwed. 

A quick note on my use of the tenn 'mobile home'. As I am using ttre 



Mobile Horne as a vehicie for the investigation of mobility and 
Architecture, there exists two meanings for the temi: one specific ta the 
phenornena of the actual building type, and the other to the concephirtl 
tension benN88n mobility and home. They are heavily intertwined and 
never completely ftee from one another, but I have taken to the 
convention of using capitalizatbn whm specifically referring to 'the 
Mobile Home' as a building type, and purposefully omitting the 
capitalization when referring to the more generalized, conceptual 
notion of the tem. 

A final note should be made on the media of the presentation of the 
thesis. As it is an academic paper submitted to partially satisfy the 
requirements for a Master's degree in Architecture, this paper was 
required to satisfy a numbr of requirernents issued by the Department 
of Graduate Studies at the University of Manitoba. It was my original 
intention to produce the thesis in the fonn of a multimedia compact 
disc which could be beewed over the Internet (which partblly explains 
the abundance of video-captured images). However, due to the 
unrealistic cornplexity of such a maneuver for the requirements of the 
thesis in the given tirneframe, it was decided to produce this paper- 
based document, which has its own set of potenti*Js and diffkulties, 
and which although presenting a linear argumentation, is not 
neeessarily meant to be read in a linear faMion. It's up to you, 

However the piece is ingested, enjoy lightening up. 













The Castk 1 The City of Cain 

In Western culture, The Cade syrnbolizes the most potent 
display of domestk power. It underpins many of the prioriües 
of Our society and likewise gives insight into ow tradiüonal 
attitudes regarding domestication and inhabion. This 
phenornenon is outlined in the context of ttie biblicaf story of 
Cain and Abel where Cain can be seen as tepresmthg the 
rooted, the worldly, the local and the territorial, whPe Abel 
represents the nomadic, ephemeral, transitory relatknship 
between humanity and the physical environment. 

Certain values are arguably so deepiy ingrained into the social fsbric of 
western cutture that they represent core values that are often taken as 
an unspoken and assumed foundation of our social rnakeup. It may be 
that these vaiues subconsciously limit the sape of vision, and prevent 
seeds of other perhaps incompatible ontologies fmm taking mot, or 
better yet, from being 'seen'. 

Such rnay be the case for the Mobile Home and its pecular 
relationship ta Architectural aieory and praetice. This relationship is 
chmcterized by not so much by aggressive marginalizatbn or 
subjugation (afthough that, too, is apparent) as by an inabifity to 'sed 
the value of such a building type. Nat that architecîs haven't koked. 
There is a long list of credibie architects, perhaps most notaMy Paul 
Rudoff and Walter Gropius that have championed the cause of the 
industriaiii house, but it seems mat the Mobile Home as a building 
type has never beeri given much credenœ. Often dismissed with no 
comment, even where comment should have be made [In the Dream of 
the Factory BuiA House, the Mobile Home was nieritioned once, except 
for one paragraph rigM at the very end of the book] the Mobile Home 
seerned not even wrth the time it took to criticize it. 

There is overwhelming evidence within the last few years that the 
rnindset that permits a moMle home to be 'seen' as a subject worthy of 
study is developing. This is eviûenced by the dates of the worlts in the 
bibliography. Perhaps ttiere has been a smdl hole in this area of study 
- one which is dearly bwer than the tide-fine, for now that there have 
been a few channels excavated, the fkw of interest has cleariy begun. 



Like other prejudices, mechanisms controlling their operation rnay very 
well be invisible and may only corne to the fore and becorne availaMe 
for conscious discussion afler an investigation into the nature of the 
marginalkation involving that marginatued other: in this case the 
investigation into the mobile home as a building type, and its 
relationship with cunent theory of Architecture. 

However, aithough this pracess infonns this work, I would rather get 
away h m  the issues of marginalization and hegemonies as much as 
possible, and present mobile homes in a fresh light. I'd rather drop al1 
previous attitudes, and start again from the beginning. And what better 
beginning for western cuîture than the first book of genesis. 



The b i b l i l  story of Cain and Abel can provide e-alty potent insight 
into the themes of this thesis. As the first sons of Adam and Eve 
[conceived, of course, outside the garden of paradise], it could be 
argued that Cain and Abel symttolùe rnembers of the most 
fundamentai categorization of the Judeo-Christian society: the *settledm 
and the "nomadic". 

The names of the brothers are a polar pair of opposites. Abel 
cornes from the Hebrew 'hebd', meaning breath' or 'vapour': 
anything that lives and moves and is transierit, including his 
own Me. The root ot Cain' appears to be the verb kanaht: to 
'acquire', 'get', 'own property', and so 'rule' or 'subjugate'. [for 
more information, refer to Chatwin, Songlines, p 1961 

Cain was a famer. He was, through his tilling of the soit, tied to the 
land. It is fair to say that famiers and settlers have always b e n  at 
war with the extemal and invasive forces of nature, be they dimactic, 
animal, vegetable or homo sapien. Of criticai importance to the 
success of one whose welbbeing is invested in a stationary and 
vulnerable crop is the development of an effecti've method of defense 
against these forces. The first imperative is to establish a tenitory. 
The second imperative is to ensure that others recognize this temtory, 
and the third is to develop the ways and means of defending the 
estabfished territory. 

Cain's founding of the Vrst city* can be seen to symbolize the 
evoluüon of agrarianism to that of the developrnent of the city and 
civilization. Indeed, that a ?iller of the earth" should be the sarne to 
establish the first city, hints at the develupmental continuum between 
the agrarian and the u b n ,  wiai its aswdated territorial primacy. 
When the first dusters of civilizaüon were buitt in the fertile ciescent, 
the primary marketplaces were populated by the inhabitants of the 
adjacent rutal areas that had corne to aie city to sel1 their wares. 
Eventually the Secondafy industries of commerce and trade developed 
and with it came the development of the city pfoper with stores, 
merchants, and other seMces. Ci th  are econornic entities that 
depend on physical proldmity for their efRciency so as to facilitate the 
exctiange of physical goods produced by the *tilîers of the earthn. it is 
clear that the primacy of proximity becam8 heightened, and the 
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cornpetition for real-estate escalatecl amo 
traders and rnerchants. lnstead of co 
most fertile soi1 to grow crops, merch 
eompeting for the locations best able to 
goods and senrices. It is dear that the 
prerogative only intensified with the dev 
the traditional city for the primary reason 
territories in question were pemianently fi@ 
geographic location, 

In these Vaditionai" power structuras, to 

' .  
civilization must therefore by definition be the mesbers . .. 
of territorial datense and acquisition. Armecl fotces . 

were necessary to defend continuously ümatmd . 

primary purpose of this tenitorial expanbon-,: 
our Western architectural heritage. Te 
protection of ph-l property fmn the r 
enernies of a natural or of a social natur 
govemed the creation of out laws (law of 
social structure and our prefererice in our 
environment. 

the Amhitmetun of üdmnma 

'Caint also means 'metabsrnith' 
in several laquages - even 
words for Violence' 
linked to the discov 
the destiny of Cain 
practice the 'black arts' of tech 
[Cham, SonQlines, p.1q 

It is symboîiily signifiant that Cain sho 
Abel, who, as a shepaid, has an abg 
relationship to the land. He is 
for his wdl-being, but it is firsü 



telationship: the sheep must move from Pasture to pasture to ensure 
sutficient food. The relationship to the land is the key issue hm.  If 
one is to estaMisti a permanent hold on a piece of property, one must 
have technology as an aid in the 'manipulationm of aie land. The 
reiationship to the land becornes not one of use alone, but one of 
manipulation and control; the environment in general must be engaged 
in a battle for 
ownershii. 

What is Architecture's 
place in a civiiization 
founded on territorial 
ownetship and the 
act of defense? 
Firstly, any 
Architecture wouîd 
have to act as an 
elfedive means to 
carry out the 
fundionai 
requirernents of this 
territorial prerogative. 
It rnust thmefore be 
defensive; iî must be 
able to withstand the 
attacks that could be 
expected. Furthet, it 
this architecture were 
able accomplish mis 
Hile simultaneously 
eievating t k  status 
of aie "owneiïhereby 
admdng their 
standing, and therefore power, then ail the better. What acted as the 
foclis; the lightning rod as it were, of this 'empitical' territoriality was the 
monument. In Watev8r fom, 1 was the monument that was the 
symbolic empiricai territorial markef. 



The domestic pinnade of this tom of the territorial monumentaiity is 
perhaps the Casde or the Chateau. 

The castle's rootedness is its defining characteristics SolM, serious, 
defensive, indefatigable, unshakable, permanent, ostentatious; in a 
wrd, monumental. It is constnicted of &ne ta reflect the desirability 

of the Vimvian 
firmness, commodity 
and delight, lt is a 
dear s&tement of 
possession - a 
symbol of 
uncompromising 
ownership, and the 
focus of power. 
Eventually, it cou# 
be atgued, the 
buildings themsdves 
became an integral 
part of the source of 
power, as evidenced 
by the terrns *court", 
rtironen; and if one 
were to take 
possession of the 
territorial building, it 
would be a very 
signitÏcant step 
towards securing 
whatever tenitory 
was that building's 
domain. it was the 

symbol of territotial 
dominance, as well as the practical means of attaining and mainlaining 
it. 



This immobilhy, and the nanowness of the confines containing 
the sovereign figure, quite l W l y  form a centre that 
undertines the permanence of the dynasty, and otders and 
unifies the internai diversity of the social M y .  (A* p.631 

Atthough the cade evolved from the medieval seat of power in the 
rnilitary sense, it evolved over the years to represent a far more 
syrnbolic ownership of the land through lavish displays of pure w e m .  
Gone were the ramparts, the loopholes and the drawbridge, but the 
walls, in a much castrateci version stayed, not for the defensive value, 
but because of the symbolic. The wails aggressively daimed the 
landscape around the building, subduing the landscape to bondage to 
the Chateau. 

As a m u &  of their central position as seats of wealth, power and 
prestige, the Chateau / Castle evolved as the quintessential 'dream 
house'. This is the apex to w h i i  most domestic building aspires, 

Although the most ex!reme elcample of this was seen in the castle, 
these same tenitarial prioriües can be seen in aimost every form of 
architecture, partiailady in the private dwellîng. 



The monument, as the Latin etymology of the word indicates, 
is an attempt at the tangible expression of pemanence or, at 
the very least, duration. Gods need shn'nes, as sovereigns 
need thrones and palaces, to place them above temporal 
contingendes. They thus enable people to think in t m s  of 
continuity through the generations. This is weli expressed, in 

a way, by one of the 
interpretations of 
tradiaonal African 
nosology: that an illness 
can be irnputed to the 
action of a god angered 
by the way his shrine is 
neglected by its 
builder's suceessor. 
Without the monumental 
illusion before the eyes 
of the living, history 
wuld be a mer8 
abstraction. The social 
space bristles with 
monuments - imposing 
atone buildings, discteet 
mud shrines - which 
may not be directly 
functional but give every 
individual the justified 
feeling that, for the rnost 
part, the y pre-existed 
him and will survive him. 

[Auge P.601. 
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What is the Mobile Home? 
A Definition d the Mavabie Building: 

The architechiral f o m  studiad hem are those that have a stricny ephemeral 

nature - that art, movabb in some form. and are designed qmdkaiiy for 
daployment in dmerent situations andfor locations. T h q $  same pwsesr, 
chamct&tics from mare Ihan one category, temporary building systems can be 

simpiy d i  info Ehree qmdc types, listed ~J~Iow: 

1. Portable buildings are tnose that are transporled whle and intact. Sometlme 

Viey inckide the melhod far transport 
within ttwir own structure 
(wheels, hull) and can be 

towed or carried. However, 
the dividing line between 

building and vehicle then 

becornes Murred. a tew can 

be descnbed as sel-pwered. 
mobile home fits into mis 

category...] 

2 Relocatattk buildings are 
those thet are trampomd in 

parts but are assembleci at the 

site almost instantly into 
usable kilt lm. These are 
almost aîways canied but in a 

tew lirnited cases may have part 
of their transporlalioti systm incorparateci into aieir structm. fhe main 
advamges ot mis type u that it can pronde speœ aîm aa qui&& as (he 

portable building withaut aie msüidian in size impoQed by transportath. 

3. Oemounuible buildings am thme tnet are tmmpmâ in a numkK cd parts for 

asacrrnbly on sHe. They are much more M&ie in site and hyoul and can 
wuellybetranspoitedina~üveiyampacCspaat. fneyhavewniedthe 

limhtkns that site operatkm Mng to a convenüonal WUng. and dependin9 

on (he size, complexity, and ingenuiîy oi the systern, aie nat a~ inatarmy 

avaiiabk 



The mobile 
home 

is not 
very difficutt to 
describe. A 
typical analysis 

rnight read as 
folbws: 

The typicaû singlewide mobile home, provides the inhabitant with 
basic sheltei. Each of the major areas of the typical house are 
represented in an open flooi plan. The layout is minimal but 
functionai, aîthaugh it suffers from a dispmporthnately large 
percentage of fkor area given to circulation. Thewe is a lack of 
storage area due to there being no basement or attic, as well as 
the fact mat the relaüvely small tkor area implicates a reduction 
in starage area. The practkalities of factory manufacture and 
highway transportaüon restrkts the plan to a linear configuration, 
which lead to further ineffkiencies in volume to surtace area 
ratios with the resultant inaease in heating or cooling loads. The 
width of the mobile home is minimized aiso by the truncating of 
aie gave to the minimum practical for eftective protection frorn 
prwbpitati0n, w h i i  can also imeas8 solar gain in the summer 
mnths. 



The interior of mis mobile home is an introverted space. There is 
little consideration given to the procession from interior to exterior. 
The entrance into the mobile home is ekher directly into the living 
r o m ,  or into a utility (laundry) area; instantly taking the inhabitant 
from a condition of exteriority to interiority mut mediation. 

Sauchrrally, the mobile home relies on the walls to maintain 
rigiâii, and as such require adhesive to be applied on a relatively 
panelized wall system, and the number and size of the wall 
openings have an impact on the overall structural rigidii of the 
mobile home. 

Considerations given to placement on the site and implications of 
the orientation are not taken into consideration given that the 
mobile home is fabricated without any specifk knowledge of the 
idiosyncrasies of location or environmental context. 

Overall, the deficiencies of the mobile home in t e m  of energy 
efficiency, layout effkacy, customizability and flexibility conspire to 
make it a substandard housing option. 

However, over 19 million people in the United States live in mobile 
homes (or manufacturecl homes): a vast majoiity of whom are satiçfied 
with their living arrangements. Mobile homes account for between 20 
to 30% of al1 new single-family housing completions in the U.S. in any 
one given year. 

To understand it, we rnust understand where it is coming from, and 
where it is going. Let us track the hisbry of the Mobile Home from its 
inception to modem day, and then take a look at the Mobib Horne 
industry in the U.S. and compare it to traditional 'site bui# homes. 
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[email sent July 13, 1999 to al1 memberç of the cornmittee]] 

Here'ç a partial ahtract of the document I'm working on for delivery on 
Friday. In its complexity, it could actually stand as a thesis, so there is 
the minimum. The "argument" /content provided therein 

woufd then be "enriched" by the fabled episodes of lore. 

Section I [couple of chapters] describe the MH ->the trailer 
as a cross between the castle and the car. .. [I didnY write an abstract, 
but you know the basics ot the st0ry.j 

Section II: Modernism and the MH (including. pos t4k i )  

To analyze the MH in relation to contemporary Architectural 
theory. cnticism and history, one must first corne to terms with 
the aspects of the dominant architectural paradigms that 
relate to the issues brought to the table by the MH. Upon 
reviewing the mandates of the Modernist perspective, it is 
revealed that the Mobile Horne, on a processuat and on a 
conceptual level displays many of the characteristics sought 
by the Modernist rnanifestoes of the 1920's. However. design 
solutions for the MH corne from an approach to the problem 
from an entirely different direction. The design of the Mobile 
Home is not one of design by an formally trained Architect. 
but instead as a result of economic forces responded to by a 
large number of small Mobile Home manufaauring plants. In 
other words. the Mobile Home represents a unique example 
of the American Vernacular as a response to many of the 
same 'stock and trade' issues that drove the Modernist 
rnovement. The fact that that it has not been subject to 
traditional design processes means that the MH offers a 
glimpse into a building typology that has retained a particular 
and peculiar sort of purity. Le Corbusier chose the liner, the 
car and the airplane for his "pure" forms of engineering, 
unfettered by the application of the "lies of style". We can 
likewise regard the Mobile Home as a building type that 
exhibits the saine purrty of construction. The MH is one of the 
few successful examples of the factory built home. 

In its prefabrication, the MH represents an powefful example 
of the autonomy or %bjectivrty" characteristic of Modern 
Architecture; a dislocation from a particular site, an 



independence from its immediate environment, both 
physically and temporally. 

But the dislocation of the MH goes one step further than even 
this. Aithough a very small percentage of Mobile Home's are 
actually moved once installed, as the name implies, it is the 
potential to move that adds a secondary dimension of 
dislocation and slippage. This secondary dimension will be 
examined with respect to the arguments presented Gÿ Post 
Modern theory, particularly the theory of the Nomad. 

Section III: Superrnodernism and the MH 

The study of the Nomad has produced, within the recent last 
few years, an anthropology of non-place. While this is a very 
active field in the disciplines of anthropology and ethnography, 
it has not been dealt with by Architecturai theorists [because 
arch is a physical thing.,. supposedly]. That is. until Hans 
lbelings took a stab at relating it in architectural terrns in his 
1998 book "Supermodernism". However, it is tound that 
atthough lbelings has applied the lorrnal Modernist view in the 
interpretation, he has ignored some of the most important 
implications of the study of non-place: that formal 
considerations are very heavily downplayed in favaur of the 
generic or topological approach. 

Section IV: the "Topological Approachn and the MM 

The investigation started in Supermodernism is continued with 
respect to the works of Marc Auge. Paul Virilio. Deleuze and 
Guattari, Jean Baudrillard. Rem Koolhaas. Nigel Thrift, John 
8. Jackson, lain Chambers and Michel de Certaeau and 
others from the disciplines of architecture, anthropology and 
ethnography. It is shown that the 'Topological" approach is 
the most appropriate when considering the MH, and this 
approach is described in detail. and the implications for 
Architecture, as a discipline based on formal considerations 
will be examined in as much detail as my poor brain can 
stand. 

That should pretty much do it for the theoretical basis of the thesis. I 
would then like to manipulate and interpret this theory in the form that 
we had described previously: ie in the form of a "document". and 
ultimately as multi-media. 
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The Mobile Horne, on a processual and on a conceptual level 
displays many of the characteristics sougM by the Modernist 
rnanifestoes of the 1920's. However, design solutions for the 
Mobile Home corne h m  an entirely different origin. The 
Mobile Home is not desgned by a forrnally trained Architect, 
but is instead a resuk of economic forces responded to by a 
large number of smaH Mobile Home manufacturing plants. In 
other words, the Mobile Home represents a unique example 
of the American Vernacular as a response to many of the 
same 'stock and trade' issues that dtove the Modernist 
movement. The fact that that it has not been subject to 
traditional design processes means that the Mobile Home 
offers a glimpse into a building typology that has retained a 
particular and peculiar sort of purity. Le Corbusier chose the 
liner, the car and the airplane for his "pure" toms of 
engineering, unfettered by the application of the lies of style". 
We can likewise regard the Mobile Home as a building type 
that exhibits the same purity of construction. 

ln its prefabrication, the Mobile Home represents an powerful 
example of the autonorny or 'objectivity" characteristic of 
Modern Architecture: a dislocation from a partkular site, an 
independence from its immediate environment, both 
physically and temporally. 

But the dislocation of the Mobile Home goes one step further 
than even this. Although a very srnall percentage of Mobile 
Horne's are actually moved once instailed, as the name 
implies, it is the potential to move that adds a secondary 
dimension of dislocation and slippage. This secondary 
dimension will be examined with respect to the arguments 
presented by Post Modem theory, particularly the theory of 
the Nomad. 
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The world as we see it is passing." Paul ol Tarsw 

Mobili and the origins of modernity are one and the same thing. 
Geographer Nigel Thriit's investigations into mobiiii (from a British 
peispectlve) has shown that much of the diskcative changes to the 
way in which the modern 'man' was subject was as a result (perhaps 
not surprisingly) of mobility, and more speeifically as a resuît of qmd,  
light, and power: the three areas that Thrift maintains are al1 part of the 
'mobit i  farnify. It is interesting that the very same issues are at the 
hem of this thesis right from the start of the introduction of mobile 
forces to the pre-modern condition. I shall paraphrase for our use 
ThWs findings of the Nineteenth Century's reiatbnships to sgeed, 

IigM, and power. 

19th century broke through the limits of walking and the 
horse. 
- The stage coach and the horse-drawn tram, ttie tailway and 
the electric train, and the bicycle. 
- 1820 stagecoaches were in cornmon use. 
- 1830 mvement betwm major towns in Britain was Sx 
faster than in 1750. 

-9 is no surprise that 'the annihilation of spaœ by tirne' was a 
favourite meditath for the Victorian writer" m m  p. iss] 

- 8y 1855 there were already #û,OOO cyclists in Britain. The 
bicycle, which started as a piece of fun for young sweils, 
foteshadowed the automobile in providing immediate, 
democratic access to sgeed (Kem 1983)" mm p. 1991 

- Communication networks Mail, teiegiaph, newspapers, etc. 
starteci to dispraœ face-to-face communication. 



Four effects of this 'great acceieraüon': 

1. there was a general change of consciousness of time and 

space. 
the 'dislocat'~)n' theme became a favorite with the 
Viorian Ww.  

2, peopb became more aware of time 

3. people becarne aware of an enlarged simuîtaneous 
presence (telegraph), affecting the nature of 
subjectivity 
-sense of the body as a "parcel of flesh shunted from 
placet to place, just like other goods." 

'Each individuai paper, a replica of hundreds of 
thousands of others, senred as a private opening to 
a worid identicai to that of one's companion on a 
Street car, a companion likdy to remain as distant, 
remote and strange as the day's news came to seem 
familiar, personal, real' Irrachtenberg, tm, p im 

4. people saw landscape as from a moving platfom causing a 
change in the metaphors (parthlarity in the 
'bourgeois' circles). 

The formula is as simple as c m  be: whatever was 
part of circulation was regarded as heaithy, 
progressive, constructive; dl that was detached from 
circulatkn, on the other hand, appeared dise-, 
medieval, subversive, threatening' [~VWISIWWI. 1966, 

p. t95. See a b  The Cariatkn al Postrodemity by David Hamy] 



-in 1879, aie electric bulb was invented, and saw the end of 
the fire, and the beginning of electrical light. 
-1882 in New York and London saw the first ektricity 
geneiating stations. 

Five effects of the "ever-expanding lightscapen. 

1. It signaled the colonization of the night. Day and night 
blurred. In addition, there was a severing of the 
cycles of the heavens (streetlights used îo be set by 
the mwnlight) 

2. Night-fife started: both socially and industrially. 

3. Night becme an important part of 'dream spaces' 
(Benjamin 1973); department stores, hotels theatres 
cafes, etc. for marketing. 

4, Surveillance. Oifferences in Iighting cteated the seen and 
the not-seen. 

5. A remetamorphorisation of texts and bodies as a result of 
the new perceptions. 
-perceptions of landscape 
-manufactureci ligM "producd new image 
te&nologies and ass0ciSSOCiate institutional formsn in 
particular the camera. "It produced a new regime 
whM pemitted new types of image, new foms of 
fantasy and desire, new foms of 'experience which 
(du not need) to be equated with premce' (Gam, 
1 991, ~147)" p. ml 



The power of artificial ligM to create its own reality only 
reveais itsetf in aarkness. In the dark, light is IHe' 
(Schivelsbusch 1988, p 221) 

"Nineteenth century image technologies were sumunded by 
institutions of surveillance which 'invoked 
arrangements of bodies in space, regulations of 
activity, and the deployment of individual Mies,  
which codified and normalized th8 obsenrer within 
rigidly defined systems of visual consumption. There 
were disdplinary techniques for the management of 
attention, for imposing homogeneity, anti-nomadic 
procedures mat fixed and isolated th8 observer." 
[Crary, 1990, p.18 as cited in ThMt p. 2041 

Elmcity was quickly integrated into buses. It was dean 
and odouiless. It seemed to be an absent presence, a 
sourceless source. 

Power's important effects: 

1. power boosted new conceptions of time and space: absent 
presence, and a communicaîion that was not 
physical at ail. 

2. remetaphoriration of the body: the body electric 
(irankenstein). "It lives in the skies and seems to 
conned the spirituai and ttie materiala [ c m ,  cited in 

Csreyi~,p~,diedfnmmalsopaq 

3. rasulted in a more integrated society. Most people are now 
'on the grid', 



I shouid point ou! at this point that Thritt's use of the reference of 
power - i.e. electricii - relates to mobility indirecüy. It facilies it. 

I sM1 now introduœ the Modemist avant-garde and entract their 
relationship to mobili, as well as the Mobile Home* 

Çuturism is one of the initial poetic attitudes Mat helped to create High 
Modernisrn in Architecture. Its founding father, so to speak, Tommaso 
Filippo Marinetti was following a tradition that 'stretcît[edJ badc through 
French Syrnbolism to Bauddarie, the 'pet  of modem Iite'"[cm pn]. 

Anarchist in inspiration, the Futurist outkok had no parücular polit'kal 
affiliation, but was in favour of revolutionary change, sped, dynamism 
of all sorts, and an aggressive aduîation of the machine. Typically, the 
Foundation Manifesta suggested the destruction of museums and 
academies; the vitality of contempomy life was opposed to the 
tiredness of inherited art toms: 

We dedare that the spiendour of the world has been enriched 
by a new beauty - the beauty of speed. A racing car with its 
bonnet draped with exhaust pipes, like fire-breathing serpents 
a roaring racing car, rattling abng Iike a machine gun, is 

more beautiful than the winged Victory of Samothrace. 
Marinetti (Le Figaro of 20 Feb, 1909) 

'Dynarnism was the shared central conception [of Firturism], 
and the early painters A the movement, among the Bocckni 
and Sevwini, attempted to translate the Futurist ethos not 
only by choosing subjects such as trains leaving stations, 
buikîing sites on the edge of industrial cities, and strikes, but 
by treating th- themes in a vital play of complementary 
coburs divisionist lighting Mec& and unstable diagonal 
compositions." [cm, p.711 

70 analyze the Mobile Home in relation to contemporary Architectural 
theory, criticism and history, one must first corn to t e m  mai the 



aspects of the dominant architectural paradigms that relate to the 
issues brought to the table by the Mobile Home. The dominant 
paradigm, whettier directly or indirecüy by reaction, is the Modemist 
perspective, particulariy as put forth in the manifesto8s of the 1920's. 
The Modernist peispective grew as a result of the social impact of 
industrialization and modernkation in Europe. lnspired by Futurisrn, 
and catalyzed by the horror of WWI, Modemism quickty spread across 
Europe in the 1920. Fmm a western hisbric point of view, I s  
proponents included Peter 8ehrens, Auguste Perret, Walter Gropius, 
Adolf Loos, Antonio Saint' Elia, Gerrit Thomas Rietveld, W g  Mies 
van der Rohe, and Le Corbusier, to name a few. I will focus on the 
work of Le Corbusier, specirilly his seminal 1926 work Vers Une 
Architecture. 

In Vers Une Architecture Le Corbusier dearly outlines his concept of a 
truly Modem Architechire. In it, he holds up examples of engineering 
as being aie 'pure" object to which the Modern rnovement should 
aspire. Specific;illy, in the section entitled "Eyes That Do Not Seen Le 
Corbusier uses three modes of transprtation: the ocean liner, the 
airplane and the automobiie. His main thrust is not that these 
"machinesn be used as styîistic bemhmarks, but rathet as a sort of 
ideal that should be held as an inspiration to the Architects of a New 
Age. It was in their process; in their appmach to amving at a design 
solution, that Le Corbusier found the greatest potential for inspiration. 

The airplane is the product of dose selection. 
The lesson of the airplane lies in the iogic which govemed the 
statmnt of ttie proMem and its tealkation. 
The problern of the house has not yet been staW. 
Nevertheless there do exist standards for the dwelling house. 
Machinery contains in itseH the factor of economy, which 
makes for selection. 
The house is a machine for living in. 

Le Corbusier doesnt let it rest thete. He furthet dedares that nat only 



stiould we approach the design of the house as would an engineer, 
unfettered by architectural precedent or historical burden, but that our 
methods of constniction should likewise adapt to aie industrialkation 
processes that were sweeping ail other realms of modern society 
[Fordisrn and Tayîorism) . 

Separated by an ocean, a few decrades, and a decent nurnber of 
paradigms, we find the North American Mobile Home industry. As 
previously described, early mobile homes or traiters of aie 1 920% and 
1930's were not really homes at all; aiey wete trailers that were meant 
for recreational and seasonal use. These trailer plants were off-shoots 
of the automotive industry, and alreaây fully automated. It wasn't until 
after WWll that these trailer manutacUrers stmed to produce models 
that were meant for year-round living, due in part to increased housing 
demands h m  retuming war vets. However, thse "Trailer Homesn 
retained their strong links to the trailer industry, and its association with 
continuous or frequent mbility. We shall return to the mobility aspect 
of the Ttailer Home shortly; for now we shall foars on its prefabricated 
nature. 

Coming, as it did, fmm precedent of the automobile industry, the 
Mobile HomeMouse Ttailer has always been inextricably linked to 
prefabrkation and mass production. it ewlved as a direct response to 
the influences of the marketphce and consumer demand. Models that 

did not fit the requirements of the consumer were discontinuecl. As Le 
Corbusier said, '...if a man does not move forward he becomes 
bankrupr. Mobile Home design possessed no grand narrative, no 
overtiding design manifesta, no champion or pioneer of or leader of 
design. As an industry, R was defïned by iîs mobile precederits and 
was driven by consumer demand, largely or entirely by demand, 
preIw811~~s, and expectations. This in tum meant that mobile home 
designs haâ a fair degree of momeritum; what had been in the past 
successful was takeri as aie model for the next generation of designs. 



Because of this leck of individual auaiorship, the evolution of this 
buiMing type could be regarded as an Arnerican Vemacular of housing, 
and from the perspective of design, could be considered to contain the 
same sort of purity tha! Le Corbusier sought with his machines. 

The industry's approach to design was predicated on the automobile, 
and adapted for habitation. This is the obverse to Le Corbusier's 
notion of having the automobiie's influence mutate a pre-conceivecl 
notion of a house. Because the approach of the Mobile Home 
originates from a ditferent set of principles, namely that of the 
production of the automobile, the resuitant removai from Architecture 
(with a capital 'A') meant that they were able to literally res~ond to Le 
Corbusier's cry for styie-free problem-stating and problern-solving 
standardizatbn of the hausing industry. 

Why theri were they not heralded as the magnificent triumphal solution 
that Modemism was waiting for? After dl, they satisfied the criteria Le 
Corbusier had laid before ttiem, and not only that, they actualiy had 
accomplished this feat without the 'intederence* of a prww'sting 
architectural style! And yet they were utterly ignored by the profession, 
even though they represented a successhil solution b a problem that 
many seminal architects, induding Le Cofbusier but most notably 
Gropius [note: see oteam oc me Factory Buin ~ o w e  by Gilbert HerbertI tried diredly 
and unwcmsiully to solve. 

This apparent paradox is roundly answered by another apparent 
paradox: The Trailer Home couîd not have hem conceived of as the 
best solution to the Modem ProMem of the lndustrfalizatbn of the 
House, (and its calls for a rejecüon of styîistic preoccupation) precisdy 
because the Trailers had no architectural style. They were not 
magnificent enough in their volumes. In any light. Perhaps as fa? as 
Architecture was concemed, the Trailer had answered the pmblem by 
coming in the badc door: they could not communkate in the language 
that Architeds had devekQed building castles. They presmted too 
literal an answer to the pmblem. They represented an 'engineered* 



solution to the problem, and as such were seen 'at the same level' as 
the Corbusian Uner, Airplane, and Automobile. They lacked the arüstry 
the Architedural profession required to accept their fom, since, despite 
ail its rhetoric of a sttedding of architectural style, the Modern Avant 
Garde were actually searching for the shedding of a particular set of 
cornpeting styles: most notably the Beaux-Arts and the Revivalists 
styles. 

A short note on style: 

"A style rnay be considered a cornplex of formal relationships 
in which certain moods and meanings are most at home; it 
provides a set of conventions, which, in the compelling and 
ptofound work of ait, corne together in such a way that the 
mnventionality is forgotten." [CU- p.1821 

A casual reading of the rhetok Le Corbusier presents in "Vers Une 
Architecture" rnay lead one to believe that Modemism is in fac! 
Fundionalist in nature, that there be no stylistic filtration, only as a 
pure response to the Universai Factors that reflected the needs of 
Modem Man. This is not, however, the case. Modernism uses the 
concepts of industrialization, sirnplicity and objectivity as artistic 
inspiration for the generation of architecaire, and Le Corbusier dearîy 
states this in the text of Vers Une Architecture:. 

Architecture goes beyond material needs ... 
Contour and profile are ttie toudistone of the architect. Here 
he reveals himself as artist or mere engineer. ... Contour and 
profile are a pure creation of the mind; they cal1 for the plastic 
artist. 

So although Le Corbusier earlier called for a mecth of style, it is 
clear that his formal priorities were strong. He mmeied at the process 
of the design of the machine, atthough he resewed judgement on 
wtiettier the solutions themselves are effective. His attitude toward the 



'mere' engineer belies his opinion that they lack the supposed abiii i to 
design artisücally, which is necessary for the plastic artist to produce 
the fom (contour and profile) that would becorne great architecture. 
Uiürnateiy, aiese formal concems are styiistic concems. As a 
manifestation of the Styte of Modemism, let us examine the 
International Style 

In 1932, Johnson and Hitchcock published 7he International Style: 
Architecture Since 1922" to accornpany the MOMA's exhibition of a 
new architectural style dubbed the International Style. The book 
defined, in stylistic terrns, the creation of a 'neW age of architecture 
whose styîistic traits were represented by the characterisücs described 
in the book. 

There is first of all a new conception of architecture as 
volume, rather than as rnass. Secondly, regularity rather than 
axial syrnmetry smes as the chief means of ordering design. 
These two principles with a third proscribing arbitrary applied 
decc~ration mark the productions of the International Style. 

There were other conternporary publications heralding the 
lntemationalism of the Modern movernent In Architecture, induâing 
Walter Gropius' 1925 publication: "Internationale Architektur (Munich)" 
in which functionalism was held to be the commonality leading to the 
International Style, and "Gli elementi dell'architettura funrionale" (1 9%) 
by Alberto Sartori. 

The International Style was perhaps unified by the desire for a 
'Remlution' put forth by Vers Une Architecture. As Johnson and 
Hitchcock had show, it had a unified set of characteristics which were 
subsurned by functional requirements; an architecture broken down to 
its constituent parts and reassembîed with rio unnecessary historical 
burden or allusions. Would it theretore make sense that the buildings 
have cornmon traits, since altei dl, they are unsullied in their response 
to environmerital condiîbns, giving building solutions arat reRed the 
modern program and the modern consbudkn materials? After dl, a 
car in England is simijar in many ways to a car in Czechoskvakia. 



The Intemationai Style, though, was not as purely related to 
functionalism as it at first seemed. In an essay entitled The 
Intmaüonai Style and the Mylh of Functionalism", histotian William 
Curtis wrote: 

Oespite the fact that these toms had the ckarest basis in 
functional dedsions concerning the process of manufacture, 
and despite the fact that they could be reiated to the naked 
facts of concrete and steel construction, the pragmatic was 
transcended, ideaîized, given a poetic, expressive piesence. 
[Curtis. p. t n] 

A clear tension exists between Functionadism and Formalism, and to 
label a style is to work contrary to the efforts of the functional 
preference for generation of architectural fonn free from the constraints 
of style for speaking of the new architecture as a 'style' at aft suggests 
that a set of visuai fomulae could be picked up and then applied. As 
Buckminister Fuller representing the Functionalists objected: 

The Internatioriai Styîe 's impl i f i in '  then was but superficial. 
It peeled off yesterday's exterior embellishment and put on 
instead fonnalized riovelties of quasi-sirnplicity, pemitted by 
the same hiâôen structural elements of modem alloys mat 
had permitted the discarded Beaux-Arts garmentation .... The 
new International Styîist hung 'stark motif wails' of vast super- 
rneticulous brick assemblage, which had no tensile 
cohesiveness within Rs own bonds, but was, in fact, kclted 
within hidden steel frames supporteci by steel without visiMe 
means of support. In many such illusofy ways dii the 
'International Style' gain diamatic sensory impingement on 
society as does a trick man gain the attention of cbiklren ... 

They remind one that, for al1 the rhetoric used in the twenties 
concerning the honest expression of functkn, structure, and 
technology, the game had to go on once removed, as it were, in the 
field of symbolic forms, if the pragmatic was to be translateci into art. 
One can go further, and say that it was in the tensbn benNeeri such 
appiehended facts, as, say, an industrial window, or a standardized 
reinforcedancrete support, and the syrnbolic assodatbns they 
evoked, that part of the expressive power of the new architecture lay. 

I- P. lm 



But the objection against taking 'functknalist' slogans at face value is 
even more fundamental. For even ttiose few architects of the 1920's 
who saw themselves as puming a purely functional architecture were 
stifl stuck with the fact that functions do na, on their own, generate 
forrns. Even the most üghüy defineci set of requirements may be 
answered in a variety of ways, and a priori images conceming the 
eventual appearanca of the building will enter the design process at 
some point. Thus functions could only be translated into the toms and 
spaces of architecture through the screen of a style, and in this case it 
was a style of syrnbok foms which referred, arnong other things, to 
the notion of functionaiity. 

The goal of symbolk objectivity was to align architecture with 
the pewasive factuality of modem existence, mth that 
'ineloquence' (to cal1 up Bernard Berenson' tag) which 
characterizes the modem imagination. The aims of 
simpliflccttion and purifkation at the core of the movement, 
providing it wiü~  a morality of Caivinist austerity, actually 
stemmed h m  a diffuse convention on the part of many 
progressive designers and theorists during the nineteenth 
century to the eflect that architecture should be 'honest', 
'truthful', and 'real', es~ecially with respect to the revelatbn of 
functional programme and of materials and structure. During 
the twenties this moralistic heritage acquired an antiseptic 
cieanliness, and irreduciMe bareness, which syrnbolically, if 
not quite literally, accords wCth the morallty of objectivity. 
[WTWiam Jordy as qwred in Cuds, p.lBO] 



"Don? you miss some kind of permanence," he asked 
the father of one family? 

Who's got permanence? Factory closes down, you 
move on. Good times and things opening up, you move 
on where its better. You got mots and sit and starve. 
You take the pioneers in the history books. They were 
movers. Take up land, seIl it, move on." 

further abng on their trip Steinbck thinks aloud to his 
dog Charley: 

"In the pattern - thinking about roots t and most other 
people have lett two things out of consideration. Could 
it be that Arnericans are a restiess people, a mobile 
people never satisfied with where they are as a rnatter 
of selectkn? The pioneers, the immigrants who 
peopled the continent, were the restless ones in 
Europe. The steady rooted ones stayed home and are 
still there ... Perhaps we have ovenated roots as a 
psychic need. Maybe the greater urge, the deeper and 
more anuent is the need, the will, the hunger to be 
sornewhere else." 

John Steinbeck, Ttavels With Charley (NY:Viking Press, 
1 962), 9 1 -94 



Say you are passing through the renovated domitown late at 
night: you them find that the dominant feature of the scene is not 
the duster of mgnificent brms and spaces; it is the long and 
ernpty view of evenly s p a d ,  periodically changing red and 
green traffi lights almg Main Street. The tall glass buildings, 
so imposing by day, aïe haIf-hidden in darkness and stand to 
one side to ailow the Street to thrust ah&, unirnpeded. It cuts 
through the less opulent parts of tom, the blodc after block of 
silent, nondescript houses like the houses in every other 
American dty- it goes through the tree-grown suburbs and 
parallels the cornpiex of watehouses and parking lots and 
industrial plants until at last it tums into an interstate highway, 
heading into the dark and featureless countrysiie ... 



..*The highway never seems to end. There is an occasional 
brigMly lit truck stop and the lights of a bypassed tom. Rows 
of trucks are parked at rest areas, and Wh the house of solitary 
travel there ames a mood of intiospdion. A favorite episode 
in noveb and movies and television shows lakî in the American 
heartlanâ is that ionesorne ride through the night Iandscape: an 
occasion for remembering other times. You think back over 
pur p s t ,  think about p u r  work, thing about your destination 
and about those you have ieft... 



... The dashboaid display shows how fast you are driving, teHs 
you the hour and how rnany more miles you still have to go. 
The sameness of the Amerkan landscape overwhelms and 
liberates you from any sense of piaœ. Farniliarity makes you 
feel everywhere at home. A m s e  of time passing makes p u  
gradually increase your speecî. 

[wordc John B. Jadrson Sense of Place a Sense of Tirne, p . l m  
riges: auaior1 



S p e d  creates pure abjects. It is lseîi a pure object, since it 
cancels out aie grounâ and territorial refermepoints ... 



Speed is the triumph of effect over cause, the triurnph of 
instantaneity over time as depth, the triumph of the surface and 
pure objectafii over the ptundity of desire ... 



... Driving lke this produces a kind of invisibility, transpaiency, or 
transversality in things, simpîy by emptying them out. tt is a 
soit of slow-motion suicide, death by an extenuation of forms - 
the delectabte form of their disappearance ... 



Speed is simpiy the rite that initiates us into emptiness: a 
nostaigic desire for foms to revert to immobility, conceaîeâ 
beneath the veiy intensHication of theif mobility. Akin ta the 
nosta4ia for living foms that haunts geornetry. 



The home's 'rnobiiii exists to fuffitl anottier part of the Dream: 
that part of our Emersonian legacy is an awareness of our 
inherilance - as Americans - of spaœ ratnef than time. To this 
way of thinking, one has a petfect right to maintain that a 
'normal" house belongs, again in Emeisonian terrns, to 
tradiin, wilh all Rs associations of the past's claims upon the 
living, and as such a house represents allegiance with the pst ,  
ancestors, and placedness. The mobile home (home, not 
house) avoids al1 Mat. Emerson argued that the liberation of 
American energies could only be accomplished by severing our 
ties to tradition, which at any rate wasn't ours to begin with + 

that is to say, by abolishing our ties to the dead, that Wlch 
chains us to historical time. ln mis, he was refonnulating the 
ternis of a farnous debate betwwn Thomas Paine and Edmund 
Burke conceming the meaning and value of the American 
Rewluüonls first international gift: the French RevoluOon. 
Paine, straight from his own fame as a revolutbnafy fellow- 
travder, and argued for the rigM of people to reject the claims 
of the past on the present, which, trom his perspective, 
amounted !O th8 Mind obedience, even love, of the living 
toward the dead, a kind of historlcal necrophiiia. Burke, who 
saw the strength of tradition from his own vantage as a 
cornfortable Englishman, contendecl that such a breaking of the 
chiain was tantamount to chaos and bespoke an arrogance to 
the benighted living to which ail of history stood in gfaring 
contradiction. Emerson's solution, as usehil as it was novel, 
was to switch dimensions: tirne was to be exchanged for space, 
which manifests itseif in the present tense, prepafing the way 
boîh for the American emphasis on the immediate and on 
rnobility as a 'tight." He a h  accomplistied, almost as a 
bypioduct, the bizarre task of tuming üme into a commodity. 
Thus, with the Sage of Concord's infened bkssing, one migM 
evm venture to say that the mobile home is a more authentic 
American house than a fixed abde. The mobile home 
contains the potential for establishing itsdf in space, that is to 
say, geography, in much the same way that at house 
establishes itseit in one place over time. 



The Mobile Home's removal frorn the fonnal design world and its ladc 
of a disciplined style during its development means that the Mobile 
Home cm offers a glimpse into a building type that has retained a 
degree of rernoval from the iriffuence of the design professknals. Le 
Corbusier chose 'pure' fonns of engineering, unfettered by the 
application of the 'lies of style'. We can likewise regard the Mobib 
Home as a buildirg type that exhibits the same purity of construction. 
Indeed, frorn a functionaiist point of view, it could be fairiy argued that 
the mobile home is more modem aian the Modernists themseives. In 
its prefabrication, the Mobile Home represerrts a powerful example of 
the autonomy or 'objectivity" characteristic of Modem Architecture; a 
dislocation from a particular site, an independence trom its immediate 
environment, both physically and temporally. However, it also 
represents a vemacular approach to the chaHlenge of the factory built 
house. 

The traditional antnropologicai approach to architecture has been to 
examine aie houses of the aristocracy, not the 'cornmon' house. 
However, to judge one fonn on the basis of the other is inappropriate. 
"Far from king a small and primitive version of the house of the 
nobleman or merchant, it has been a distinct forrn with its own rural 
way of Me." 0.641 

1 he dilference is often less a matter of size and cost than of 
how space, interior as well as exterior, is organized and used. 
The average white -collar home is likely to contain a great 
variety of what anthropokgists cal1 monofunctbnai spaces: 
spaces of one kind or another set aside for a mal use or a 
special person. This was always characteristic of the 
aristmatic househoid, even in the rernote past, but its 
prevalence in the houses of the mWle class is relatively new. 
Many scholars have discussed the deveiopment of the 
elahrate fkor plan in âomestk architecture, Philippe Ariès 
and Yi Fu Tuan among them. The nineteenth century seems 
to have beeri the time when ttie obsession with 
monofunctional spaces or rooms reeched its climax, The 
contemporary middle-class dwelling manages to suwhm wiîh 
fewer spaces but, in the guise of a free f b w  of space, new 
ones keep emerging: media enteftaiertainrnent centers, hobby 



rooms, exercise rooms, and super-bathrooms. The niodem 
hi-tech kitchen is beooming a cluster of monofunctional 
spaces- 

There are several things about this segmentation of domestic 
space that I find interestlng. In the first place, it is merely a 
smalkscale architecturai version of a widespread modern 
tendency ta organize al1 spaces in the landscape in terms of 
some special function ... 

But equally significant is the fact that the working-class house 
has been largely immune to the appeai of the monofunctional 
space. The house may weîl contain many rooms, but most of 
them serve several uses, uses :vhich can change from hour to 
hour or from day to day. The garage serves as a storage 
mm,  then becornes a workstiop. The kien is where we 
watch television and eook and eat; the dhing m m  - if there is 
one is for homework. The out-of-work brother-in-law sleeps 
on the living-room couch, and the men in the family tune up 
the second-hand car on the patch of lawn. These are strictfy 
temporary expedients. All, or almost ail, spaces in th8 hose 
can be shared and used in a variety of ways. This reflects 
what I would cal a vernacular concept of a space: a space 
has no inherent identity, it is simply defined by the way it is 
used. The miâdle-dass or establistirnent concepl is dmost 
the direct opposite: each Wace is unique and can in fact 
affect aie acîivii taking place within i!. So, in the design of 
domestic spaces and their relationship, the skill of the 
architeet and planner is aîways calleci for. (Jadtson, pp.70-711 

The archiîect, designer and planner come h m  the master masons that 
constructeci massive medieval monuments. They approached the 
'problem' by empbying a 'hard' mentality of segrqation and 
mon~fu~onal ism which is an impossible mdel to follow for the 
mobile home. 



The mobile home represents not only an initial removal fmm 'place" in 
that it is designecl and buitt for generic locations, but a secondary 
removal in that it can be moveâ once installed. A Modem Masterpiece, 
such as the Villa Citrohan, follows the dasdcal prioriües of fimess, 
commodity and deligM. Despite the fact that it has responded to 
modes of transportation in syrnbolic aspiration, il may hint at dynamism 
but in fact finds itseif f h l y  entrenched in the physics of statics. The 
Mobile Home, however, responded to the problem of habitation from 
the perspective of rnobility where the physics of dynamics chminate. 
Lightness, fiexibility, tensile strength and aerodynamks (wind 
resistance) al1 play a signincant role in determinhg the final form. This 
added dimension of slippage from the site colours the perception of aie 
post-occupancy of the coristniction of a Mobile Home. It runs contrary 
to many of the notions ot place and habitation, where territorial 
ownership and defense is the modus operandi of societies that have a 
agrarian history, including those of the west. In short, it calls back one 
of the basic anthropobgical divisions; between the nomad and the 
setfled. Divisions which have been recently called upon more and 
more as the difterence between the Modem and the Post-Modern. 
This secondary slippage will be examineâ with respect to the 
arguments presented by Post Modern theory, with parlicular emphasis 
on the subject of the Nomad. 





Postm 



I am sony they won? let p u  have p u r  
skop again, for I scom to do any one a 
mischid, when it is not to my advantage; 
damn the sloop, we must sink her, and she 
might be of use to you. Though you are a 
sneaking puppy, and so are al1 those who 
will submit to be governed by laws which 
rich men have made for their own security; 
for the cowardly whelps have not th8 
courage otherwise to deferid what they get 
by knavery; but damn ye abgetber: damn 
them for a pack of crafty rascais, and you, 
who serve them, for a parcel of hen-hearted 
numbskulls. They vilify us, the scoundrels 
do, when there is only this difference, they 
rob the poor under the cover of law, 
f o m t h ,  and we plunder the rkh under the 
protecbkn of out own courage. Had you not 
better make then one of us, than sneak alter 
these villains for ernpbyment? 

Pirate Captain Bellamy to a captured 
merchant vesse1 captain, 1 ï7O(?) 



'...fie silence of these infinite spaces terrifies me ..." Pesai 









Smooth rpace is a field without 
conduits or chanrrels. A field, a 
heterogeneous smooth space, is 
wedded to a very particular type of 
multiplicity: non-metric, acentered, 
rhizomatic multiplicities which occupy 
space without "countingn it and can 'only 
be explored by legwork." They do not 
meet the visual condition of being 
observable from a point in space 
external to them; examples are the 
system of sounds, or even of colours, in 
opposition to Euclidean space. 
[üe~leuxe and Guattari, NomadoiogyI p9.m 

The classical image of thought and the 
striating mental space it effects, aspires 
to universality. It in effect operates with 
two 'universals,' aie Whole and the final 
ground of being or all-encornpassing 
horizon, and the Subject as the principle 
that converts being into being-for-us. 
lmperium and republic. Between the 
two, al1 of the varieties of the real and 
aie true find their place in a striated 
mental space, from aie double point of 
view of Being and the Subject, under the 
direction of a 'universal method'. 

It is now easy for us to characterize the 
nornad thought that rejects this image, 
and proceeds othenivise. It does not ally 
itself with a universal thinking subject, 
but on the contrary with a singular race; 
and it does not ground itself in an ail- 
encornpassing totality, but is on the 
contrary deployed in a horizonless 
milieu that is a smooth space, steppe, 
desert, or sea. 
Pabue and GuaW. Nomadology, p. 









nomadi mjecmy does the Oppodte, 1 
~ p e o p l e ( o r a n m a l s ) n a n o p e n  
spm, one that is indefinite and . . -. [IbM, p.511 









text: Deleuze and Guattari: nomadobgy 





Post Modernkm and the Nomad 

Everyone is travelling in the field of Wieory' today. Metaphors 
of movement parade across the pages of cultuml theorists, 

theonsts, geographers, artists, literary critics. Mobility 
is the order of the day. Nomads, migrants, travellers and 
explorers inhabit a world where nothing is certain or fixed. 
Traditbn and rootedness have the smell of death. Diaspora is 
everyaiing. Monumentalism, the edifice, the rooted and 
bound are firmly phced in the museum of modernity. 
[ c l m i .  p 3601 

An interesting thing happens when one examines architecture as 
detached from the site. It becomes a pure Modern Object. An even 
more interesting thing happens when the elment of time is ackled and 
the dislocation turns to mbilii. The architectural 'object' becornes 
unteü~ered, unfounded, and continually displaced; nomadic. The 
excitement over aie use of the Nornad as a metaphor of the Post- 
Modern suQect has been growing over the last few years, and has at 
the time of the wnting of this worli has become feverish. 

The concept of the Nomad is dMned by the relationship to the 
'ground'. Although otten seen as continua@ transient, it is far from 
that. It has ternporaty reiatknships with a number of different 
'grounds' and the routes ii~bettween these grounds. This shifting in 
emphasis from the fixed, singular, and statbnary to the moving, 
multiple, and dynamic give tise to the anthropokqy of 'non-place' and 
also forms the critical dîfference between the Modem and the 
Posanodern point of view. 

7he farniliar dualisms of manhmen; whitehlack; truellalse 
are alt tethered to the geogmphy of here and theie. The 
movernents of the nornad, on the ground and in the head, 
cannat help but ttansgress such simpiiies." [ciessnieii, p. 



For there is no doubt that in our headbng rush to educate 
everybody, we are lowering our standards, and more and 
more abandoning the study of those subjects by which the 
essentials of Our cuiture - or that part of it which is 
transmissible by education - are transmitted; destroying our 
am'ent edifîces to make ready the gmund upon which the 
barbarian nomads of the future will encamp in mechanised 
GaraVanS. 

In an esay  entitled 'Imagining the Nomad: Mobiiii and the 
Postmodem Primitive", Geographer Tim Cressweîl investigates the use 
of the Nomad as the central figure in b t h  Modem and PostModem 
thought In it, he illustrates some ofteri s W n g  points of view that he 
argues are Modernist in disposition. What they ail have in cornmon is 
the Wliition of the Nomad. 

The lhüe intercourse that they have with each othet, and the 
absence of almost any kind of pmperty, rerider them quite 
strangers to the great objects of law, and consequently 
unconscious of the benefits of a regular Government. 

lhey are deeply verseci in deceit, and treacherous in the 
extreme, being always prepared to effect by guile and perfidy 
what they are otherwise unable to accornplish. @id p.1241 

The dis~osilkn to lariness so decidedly characîmBnstic of the 
Hottentots, is equally developed in the Bushmen; and were it 
not for the absolute necessity of daiiy exertion to procure the 
scanty rneans of subsistm, they would doubtless pass their 
time in indolent practices simiiar to those pursued where 
resources are more ceMn and productivew [bid p - i a  



[The Wandering Poor of London cm be identifieq ... by his 
repugnance to regular and continuaus labour - by his want of 
providence in laying up stores for the Mure ... - by his passion 
for stupefying herbs and roots, and, when possible, for 
intoxicating femiented liqwurs ...- by his love of libidinous 
d a m s  ...- by the bseness of his notion of property by the 
absence of chastity amng his women, and his disregard for 
fernale honour - and lastly, by his vague sense of religion. 

(Fienry Mayhew, qwteâ in Stali@ms, P. and VWtiîe A , The pmlb and Pdiücs 
of Transgremion. (Ithaca NY, CameIl UnhrecsHy P m ,  1988), page 1281 

ln the continual warfare with the force, they resemble many 
savage nations, for the cunning and treachery they use ... Their 
love of revenge too, is extreme - thetir hatred being in no way 
mitigated by tirne ... 
[Henry Mayhew, Mayhew's tondorr (selectioris from London Labour and London 
POOC), (Loridon, Spdng Books. 1851) p. 42) 

Certainly, an individual may develop the warrnest devotion to a 
place in which he was not born, and to a comrnunity with which 
he has no ancestral ties, But I think we should agree that there 
would be something artificial, something a little too mnscious, 
about a comrnunity of people with strong local feeling, all of 
whom had come from somewhere else ... On the whole, it 
would appear to be for the best that the great major& of human 
beings should go on living in the place in which they were bom. 
Family, class and local loyaity al1 support each other; and if one 
of these detcays, the others will suffer also. 

This place is finished, as it was. What rnatters from now on is 
not the fields, not the mountains, but the road. There will be no 
village, as a place of its own, There will just be a name you 
pass though. 



So the wagon loaded with its barbarians in wonderland, 
moves inesistibly forward: not forward to anywhere, but 
simply forward for forwardness's sake. 

[Richard Hoegert on M a s  Entertainment The Uses of titeracy, (London, 
Penguin, 1957), p. ta] 

The hedonistic but passive barbarian who rides in a fifty- 
horse-power bus for threepence, to se8 a five-milliondollar 
film for oneand-eightpence, is not simply a social oddity; he 
is a portent 
Wd P. =1 

The significance of this 'Modem attitude' is summed up by Cresswell: 

To the modernist imagination, the figure of the nomad is one 
of threat. These writers mobilize the nomad as a symbol of 
transience that disrupts the bounded value system that they 
have investecl with moral worth ... Just as the postmodern 
theorists enjoy the disruption of tioundaries that the nomad 
necessitates, the modemias feel nausea at such a threat. 
The postmodern embrace of the apparentîy anti-rational alço 
finds its mimr image in the modern repugnance for the 
mobile threat to right thinking. To British proto-anthropologists 
and to Henry Mayhew, the wandering tribes were ahays the 
unspeakabb threat to the certainties of 'civilkation' - people 
who did not understand rational systems of law and labour. 
These nomads are rebom in Eliot's mechanized nomads of 
mass education and Hoggart's 'barbarian' of Arnerican (and 
thus rootless) cuiture. The lineage is a cornplkated one, but it 
cari be traced. It is a history linked to the modem quest for 
cerîainty and authenticity in a world which increasingly 'melted 
into air'. 
[Cresswdl, p. 3761 

Wiai the switch from the Modem to the Postrnodem point of view, the 
Nomad changes disposition from an 'unspeakable th-' into a hero. 
it is beyond the saqm of this thesis to define what makes something 
Modem or Postmodem (for a great analysis of mat, see Space and 
Social Theory: InterpretCng Modemity and Postmodemity. Georges 



Benko and Ulf Strohmayer (eds), 19973, but it is clear that many of the 
traits of nomadicism mimr the image of Postmodemism. Pertiaps it is 
because of the subversive ability nomads have of dearing arbitrary 
boundaries, trawrsing and transgressing 'terfilorial' divisions that have 
b m  staked out by the (Deleuzean) 'State'. Perhaps, b o  it is in the 
nomad's unique position as a 'rneta-dweller' that gives it a unique 
perspective on territorial priorities. To get an idea of what constitutes 
the Postmodem Nomad, the work of three authors will be examined: 
lain Chambers, Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, and Michel de 
Certesu. 

ln his book "The Pnctice of Everyday life* Michel de Certeau utilizes 
the postmodern nomad in his 'pedestrian'; the counterpoint to the 
hegernony of the powerful. De Certeau argues thet the strategies of 
the powerful are the delimitation and distribution of space, depending 
on the 'certainties of mappingw [ c m !  p 362). The tactics of the 
pedestrian offer a continual and quiet resistanœ to the ternlorialization 
of the powertul. 

Michel de Certeau's use of the pedestrian as Hero(ine) is similar to 
Deteuze and Guattari's rnobilization of the nomad as the primary 
weapon against the fixity of modern structures. 

Deleuze and Guattari have perhaps defined the role of the 
'posbnodem' nomad most consistentiy (even their other metaphors of 
sdiizophrenia and rhizomes have strongly namadic characterSstics]. In 
Nomadokqy: The War Machine Deleuze and Guattari set the Nomad 
as a War Machine: a machine aiat is never a cornfortable bedfelbw 
with the 'Stat8' Widi attempts to 'control aie How' ttirough the 



establishment of baniers to free rnobility; in direct opposition to the 
anti-territorial priorities of the nomad. 

The postmodem nomad attempts to free itself of al1 mots, 
bonds, and identities, and thereûy resist the state and aII 
normalizing powers. [~tevem eest and m s  ~e l~ner ,  Poamiodem 
Theary: Criticai I-M (New Yoik GuiNord Press, 1991) p. 1031 

Deleuze and Guattari also give a rnetaphorical spatial dimension 
peculiar to their 'nomad'. Unlike migrant workers who move from node 
to node, a nomad's temtory is the road betweem those two nades. This 
creates a linear characteristic to their spatial constnicts. However, 
these 'lines' or 'ways through' are not necessarily f~xed in space either, 
as, like rhizomes, they change when the environment changes. The 
'lines' cut through metaphorical space of the desert which is 'srnooth' 
and as Cresswell States "curiously isotropie" [cressweii, p. MT, and 
therefore univemlly neutrat and de-tenitorialized. 

Although this characterizes the metaphoricai home, Deleuze and 
Guattari afso situate their nomads in urban space where the nomad's 
horizontal 'smooth space' is in anstant oppositionai tension with the 
vertical 'striateci space' of the 'State'. 

The Nomad is at home in smooth space. It would serve us well to 
further discuss this concept, for it relates to the 'home land' of the 
nomad. 

lain Chambers' use of the nomad also finds an urban home; in that of 
the metropolis. In an approach that is reminiscent of ûeîeuze and 
Guattari's 'smooth spaces', Chambers calls for a replacement of the 
'mechanisms of totaiii with 'a horizontal vista of mobile meanings, 
shifüng connections, temporary encounters, a world of inter-terttural 
richness and detail..,' [iain chamben, P ~ W W  Cuiûire: ~ h e  ~ebo~o~itan ~qmdemœ, 

(London, Meaiuen,lgBB) p. 2131 

Inside this mobile collage a de- of aesthetic and cuitural 



populism becornes possible. The previous authority of cutture, once 
respecthilly designated with a capital C, no longer has an exclusive 
hold on meaning. Obid p.m]  

There are obviousfy strong sirnilarities between the three authors in 
ternis of metaphor, attitude, and approach. There is a commonly 
recognized imngniity betwm the tenitotial prioriües of the 
empowered group reptesented by Deleuze and Guattari's 'State', 
which is based on hierarchy and control, and the mobile, ephemerai, 
and 'horizontal' nornads whose fr88dom to bansgress the buundaries 
established by the 'State' makes it an enemy thereof. What is also 
shared betwem these three authors is that theie is a recognition of an 
area 'between' the 'nodes' of 'proper place' in whict~ the nomad is 'at 
home'. These areas, or perhaps more accurately, ünes. represent an 
area of study of ment anthropological and ethnographical interest: 
the concept of non-place. 







mobile 



Ughtening Architecture 

Togolagicil Appra.eh and th. Mobik Hom.) 

'Architecture is the masterly, correct and magnificent play of volumes 
brougM togethet in light." Le Corbusier, 1923 

Tin YdIsty of Hom.: 

-Prefaùrication (Modemism ...) 

-Mobility itseif (Postmodem Nomadis m...) 

-Conceptual Mobility - Thinness - (Supermodernisrn ...) 

We now corne to the final and perhaps rnost cornplex aspect of the 
Mobile Horne: its conceptual rnobility. The Mobile Home becurnes this 
in two ways. Firsüy, as its name implies, there is a certain 
impermanence with the Mobile Home despite the tact that it is rareiy 
moveâ once situated. It could be successhilly argued that aie true 
'mobili of the Mobile Home is not in its actual mobiiii: its one-time 
trip down aie highway to the site where it is 'installai'; but rattier in its 
potential to be moved once so 'placed'. This potential is, in reai ternis, 
not an issue for iî could be as permanent as any other fom of housing. 
It is, however, aitical for the purposes of this thesis because it more 
than any other aspect of the Mobile Horne offers potentiil to its 'static' 
brethren. This abne would be emugh reason to continue, but the 
Mobile Home has amMer conceptual offering. If one considers the 
Mobile Horne, one is considering not a particular building, but a 
building type. Like al1 'types' it is morphological; abstract; geneiic. 



This is not, of course, parücular to the Mobile Home. Many other 
building types exist. However, the point is that if one considers a 
buiwing type, it is usually heavily nested in the study of specilic 
p r d e n t s ,  and examples, not in generic or non-specific ternis. The 
Mobile Home, because of its added ptential for movernent clearly 
makes the discussion of specific pfecederits and examples l e s  
important than the discussion of it as a generic type. This offers one 
lightening: mat fmn speciflcs. However, mobile homes, possess a 
lightness in both the temporal as well as physical sense that must be 
traclted. 



"It goes without saying... that the rnodincation of the city is 
done on the basis of criteda that are those of visual mernory. 
The cinema teaches us to cuttivate this rnemory and the 
notion of displacement has becorne a new principle of 
composition. Remembeiing a place which one has been 
through means having a succession of three dimensional 
etnotions that are clearly related to cinematogtaphic culture." 

Nouvel uses the moving picture to parallel the experience of 
architecture. This is the point of view of the movable subject. It would 
not be dicult to show the predominance of this method of viewing 
architecture: b as a statk dement around which rotates, or eise 
something which is stable, whereas the point of uiew of the 'user' of the 
space is mobile. This is the point of view that Le Corbusier uses -w 
much of his work rewilves around the procession of the architecture, 
the movement through architecturai spaœ. Seen this way, 
Architecture will always be the datum with respect to which and about 
which al1 things dynamic relate: the seasons, time, as well as the 
movement of the obserw'ng Subjeet. It will always be monumental, and 
it will always be territorial, 

What the mobile home forces one to contemplate, is perhaps not so 



much the point of view of the nomad subject, but that of his or her 
home. The mobile home inverts the relationship of the mobile 
observer revolving around a static building (an ambulatory d e l  to be 
sure) to the mobile building revolving mund a statk obsewer. In film 
theory, t h e  are thtee modds of movement with involve the 'objed' 
and the Yraming' of that object. 1. the movement of the frame in 
relation to a statfc object, 2. movement of the object within a static 
frame, and 3, the illusion of movement through ediing. If, when 
viewing the mobile home and its relationship to the environment, we 
consider the mobile horne as an object and the vietww as the point of 
view of the Ytame', then the 'traditional' view of the user/archiechire 
relaüonship is dearly represented by the first mode1 where the building 
as a static element is experlenced through an ambulatory model of 
experience. The second type of movement, charaderking the 
conceptual reiatbnship of the mobite home to the assumed static 
observer opens up a nurnber of interesthg relationships. Firstly, the 
mobile home must become an 'object' in the autonomous sense first 
advanced by the modernists. It is a aiing that is devoid of relationship 
to qmMc exîernalities. It is a thing that can be represenîed in mode1 
form, and heM up in mode1 f o n  - manipulateci in spaœ as an object. 
Or as a tool, It takes on, in fact, more a tool's relationship to 'place' 
than that of a 'home': a tool like a spear, a car: a machine for living in. 

The interior, though, upon entering, gives another impression. lt is, as 
a matter of design, non- ceremnial in its entrance. The line between 
the outside and the inside is greatly attenuated: one passes fmm a 
condition of king enürely wiaiin to being entirely without in one small 



step. It is as if entering a spx-craft or yacht. Thete is no 
'extroverted' spaa - ttiere is only 'introverted' spaœ with views out; 
like a cockpit. 

There are no interior spaœs that are expansive enough to cansührte a 
spaa W i n  thernselves. They are enürely defined by the views that 
they contain, L i b  a coclcpi or a cinema, the mobile home's interior 
Wace is defined by views out. The 'views' out are through windows, 
wall hangings and most cornmonly through television screens. The 
'view out' envabpes the mobile home and makes R part of the subjed 
of the inhabitant. It becomes an extension to the senses of perception 
and therefore takes on the qualities of a human - cyborg relationship. 
It then becomes part of the nomadic voyage, a participant in the 
movement through spw of the instead of place itse if... 

The screen as the frame of frarnes, gives a cornmon standards 
of masurement to things which do not have - kmg shots of 
counûy side and close - ups of the face, an astronomical 
systern and a single dmp of water - parts which do not have the 
same denominator of distance, relief or l@M. In al1 these 
senses the frarne ensures a detenitorialisation of the image." 



CN dwwation rail mr 18803 





Although it is becoming less and less a literal reality, the mobile home 
certainly exhibits a certain characteristic Yhinness'. On a literal level its 
walls are usually lhinner than that of a regular house. [Note that this is 
less so now as 'manufactuted housing' takes over from 'mobile 
homes'.] Partidly to minimize mass for ease of mobility, but ultimately 
as a result of the continual pressure to keep cos& of production to a 
minimum, the mass of the mobile home has been eliminated resulting 
in a sort of eriveloping ephemerali similar in many ways to a scieen, 
be it shoji, or cinematic. As poet David Rigsbee notes of the Mobile 
Home: 

... [Clcompareci to a house, the screen separating inside from 
outside is gieatly attenuated. One seerns always on the 
verge of being outskie, and although indement weather may 
not make this the best of al1 possible situations, the 
cumulative ellect is of an increased familiarity with the 
outside. Trailer life, with the tissue-thinness of its exdusion, 
necsssarily brings one not only into dose, but also knowing, 
proximw to the elements, their rhythms, and pressures, from 
which one is ultimatdy (though literally by only a matter of 
inches) protected. [Rigsbe, 19963 

The reference to screen is appropriate for the walls of the Mobile Home 
have in their thin neutrali the unanny ability to take on elernental 
influence frorn the surrounding environments and people, refiecting and 
disptaying as much or as little as is shone on them. 



This reduction in massiveness can be seen in î h  nomadic people of, 
for example, the ûedouin and Native North Arnericans with their tensile 
dwelling structures, where the emphasis is on portability and ease of 
building and unbuilding. From the Gypsy caravan to the Inuit Igloo, 
there is lMe doubt that strong bonds exist between the ephemeral 
structure and the nomadk people of îhis earth. As discussed in the 
previous from a European point of view, demateriakation of 
the buiMing structure was not accepted by the 'state' of Architecture. 
Interestingly, it was permittecl in the 'marginal' applications: temparary 
exhibitions in faim, museums, department stores, and in the form of 
advertising. [note Beaîriz Calornina's The Gct'tibitionlst  ous se* in ~t the End of aie 

Centufy: One Hundred Years d Architedum. Los Angek: Museum of Contemporaty Art, 

distributeci by H. N. Abram, Inc. 19Qûl 

Oematerialization was made arctiitecturally accessible (in Europe) 
through the Wis of the industrial revolution: steel and glass. As Thrift 
pofnts out, the industrial revoluüon ushered in the three 'primary 
caburs' of mobility: Speed, L@M, and Power. This triumvirate was 
adopted by the engineering profession, and resutted, for exampb, in 
the (Corbusian) Airplane, Car, and Liner. ît was Paxton, a gardener 
and greenhouse builder, who arguably first took aesthetic advantage of 
this dematerializatkm for architectural use. The Crystal Paiace is an 
interesting precedent for it was also constnicted using pietabricated 
parts, and even more inteiesting was that it was constnicted as a 
temporary structure. Temporaryness is, aftei all, merely a temporal 
thinness. Ahhough its impact was great for archCtects and the 
architectural avant-garde, the Crystal Palace was seen publically as an 
interesting spectacle. Perhaps the concept of Ihinness* and its 
relatives of temporaryness, lightness, ephemerality, and 
demateriakation have had difficulües in belng adopted as a consistent 
ardiitecturaî language because, I wouîd argue, of its lad< of 'firmness' 
and its inverse relationship to tom. Even the work of Meis van der 
Rohe, M o  perhaps embraced these q u a l i  more than any other 
modem architect, wss seen as intefesüng but uhimateiy marginaiized 
as 'empty, Mank and lifeiess". Although Meis van der Rohe's woik is 
undergoing a mini-renaissance, it seems at this point to be housed 
firmly within the confines of ttie architechiral avant-garde. Pertiaps at 



Naotka of Vancouver Island actualty had two 
diiferent seasonal tesidences with idenacal 
frames. The exterior shealhing planks were 
removed, transported, and then reassembled 
on the 'permanent' frame of aie other house. 
[source: Bernhardt p.241 



the root of this amtinued marginality lies the castlelcar dichotomy and 
the resultant prejudice against the nornadii, and the resuitant and 
uttirnate preference for a 'permanent' home for place and identity. 

There are, though, precedents for other points of view that alfow 
perfectly well for the establistirnent of a receptacle for identity and 
'placemaking', but outside the eonfined of the 'four wails' of a 
'permanent' house. One is the Australian Aboriginies who, as a result 
of living in a climate that âemands mobiiii for suwival, have dweloped 
a ttansient, yet very intimate relationship with their natural 
surroundings. (For a very enjoyabie Ildonal read an Ni, mfw to Chatwin, Sar~llnes, 

19821 Another exampie is that of th8 Japanese. 

Before responding to the probîern of form, l'II give a quick overview of 
the Japanese notion of portability / ephemerality, and ternporaryness. 
In a book entitled uJapanese Designw by Matthis Dietz and Mkhael 
Monninger, the authors make several key observations: 

Today's Japan ougM best to be described as a 'soft" structure 
in which the 'softwarew - the trafic and the crowds, the 
information channels and sign systems - piedanilnate over 
the 'hardwareu of architecture and design. [~nac, p. 4101 

This essential 'softness' characteristic of the Japanese is captured in 
the 'Furoshiki" - a 'piece of cloth that is mutti-tunctionai which albws 
the user to manipulate it in muiüple ways" (~ntic, p.it]. The muttiplicity 
of uses of items is a characteristic of Japanese 'multi-furictional' (sol) 
design, and is diametricalîy opposed to the Eumpan 'single-use' 
['hard'] design. 

One is a mechanical irnplement that serves a particular 
purpose but no more than mat one purpose, wtiile the osier 
rnakes greater demands of its user but is capabie of an 
infinite extension of its possible functkns accordhg to the 
powem of the human imagination. ~~<BCIP ~aisn, ~ssrng -. Oesign rsporn4, Franidut 1990. p. 59, asquoiedon p.11- 



Aiso note aie dmiiarity behneeri rhis and the J.B. Jackson's notion d the 'soit' 
speces d the American Vemaculer.1 

Softness has the same lack of 'fixity' that one finds characteristic of 
mobiiii and speed in general. The Mobile Home has taken on this 
son personali: it has a mutabiii, a fiexability that cannot be 
monumental. 

This notion of Japanese 'softness' is taken further by Vladimir Krstic. 

In a recent article entitled "Consttllcting the Ephemerai: Notions of 
Binding and Portability in Japanese Architecture", Krstlc investigates 
traditional Japanese Shinto shrine construction, and its reîatbnship to 
the transient deities that inhabii it. He then ties that concept into the 
more general notion of Japanese design and mobility. 

By definith, a shrine is something tha! is made for pertiaps the 
uitimate 'nornads': âeiies. In the case of a shinto shrine, mis is doubiy 
the case sinoe shinto deaies (Kami - divine ancesaal spirits] corne and 
go in cycles, and are seen as temprary visitors to the shrine. The 
shrine, aieiefore, in Krstic's opinion, starts to exhibit some aspects of 
the msiency of ore gods. 



"Accoiding to the cosmogonie view of Shinto Religion, aie 
gods ... reside in the invisible and inaccessible depths of the 
sea or the rnountains and they manifest themsehres only for a 
brief period of time when they, on a cyclicai time basis, corne 
to visit perticular kations in the worîâ of the living. The tying 
of the sacd rope Shimenawa not only inscribes the territory 
and signiiies its occupation (by a divine spirit) but, more 
importantly, it denotes the impermanence of the event mat 
takes place W i n  the inscribed territory - in Shinto 
terminology Yori-shim, or a temporary divine visiting place. 
The temporariness here appears as a double Wieme' of the 
construction technique. On the one hand, the purpose of the 
construction is to signify and allow for the temporariness (of 
the event of divine appearançe) to be materialized through the 
symbolic fundion of its structure. On the other hand, the 
construction itself, having its origin in the signification of the 
temporariness, is conceived as a physical analogue of that 
which ft signifies and is executed as a temporary thing, 
whether in regard to the technique (being demouritable), 
materiality (rape, gras and other perishable natural 
materiais), or destnicübility (propensity for buming in straw). 
Uttimateiy, it could be argued that the purpose of the act of 
binding a saued rope is to construct temporarinessn [K-, 

P-111 

Krstic's arguments at this point rewlve around the notion of the sign or 
the signifier. Although it is outside the sape of the thesis to thoroughly 
examine the nature of architecturai semiotics, the significance is that 
the 'sign' is 'read' as an indikator of 'something else': it implies, and is 
subordinale to, the signified. This is a method that has been 
consistently applied to the theory of architecture and has, as we shall 
soon see, tecentîy come under scrutiny. However, Krstic does not stop 
at the serniotic interpretatbn of the binding of the shimenawa He also 
demonstrates that through the argumentation of the 'dislocation' that 
the Japanese have with their notions of place, Krstic shows that the 
construction technique of the binding is not a particuhr sign afone, but 
also is  the^ a p p l i i n  of a univefsal'ued meaiod of construclion. 

The constnicted temporaiiness incorporata two permanent 
eiements that partake in i!s making (i actually unfolds as a 
function of their mutual relation): the place and the 
constniction technique. 



The place constitutes a anstant in ternis of its idea, or the 
ideology of seeing that intoms its discrimination, a 
characteristic naturai condition sought out and received as a 
potential ..., which invites perpetual acts of construction. The 
place, its permanence, is consequently recognized more in 
tenns of latent capacities ramer than as an actuality. It is 
solely through the rnediation of the %onstructionl, the tying of 
the tope, that the plam is truly actualized, though, as 
discussed above, only on a tempraty basis. [ ~ r s ~ l c ,  p.ii] 

The 'fatent capacities' of a construction opens the virtual door to a 
nurnber of interesting rarnificatkns. If the potential exceeds the 
actual'i of a Yom' or 'formal' construction, we are therefore entering a 
realm in which the 'w'rtual' forces are greater than that of the actual. In 
a very Deleuzian way, Krstic continues: 

Parallel to this idea of the pemianerice of place, the 
mnstructkn technique - the of the rope - ernerges as a 
second constant, [It is conceived as such solely in ternis of 
the piecision and the exactness of the binding method, which 
in the fixity of its prindple transcenôs al1 cimrrnstantial 
conditions, including topological idiosyncrasies, and imposes 
itself in a form of applied universality thtough its construction 
technique.) So the impernianence here appears in the 
difference of the constancy of the method of 'reading' of a 
place and the constancy of the applicatbn of the 'science ' of 
a univerWied construction method. [~rsuc, p.121 

Juxtapose the text fmm Deleuze and Ouatm: 

Between things does not designate a tocalisable relation 
going form one to the other and reciprocally, but a 
perpendicular direction, a transversal movement carrying 
away the one and th8 other, a Stream without beginning or 
end, gnawing away at its two banks and picking up speed in 
the middle. 
[Deieuze and Guattmi On thb tine, Semiotr,xt(e), Nm York, 1963 p.581 

It mars  that what we are wiàiessing here is the e f f e ~ t ~  of what l'II 
iefer to as 'secondary' slippage between the buih object and its 
location. This secondary slippage ocairs not as a result of actual 
movement, but as resutt of a anceptual mobility. it has the peculiar 
characteristic of demateWizing, on a conceptual and perceptud levei, 



the 'salidity' of architecture. It has the ability to accentuate the 'middle' 
of, or aie 'diiferenceB Mwm f o m l  States. 

mhe ides of portabiiity emerges as an arguaMe canstiMing 
element of the archetpal condition of Japanese architecture. 
This idea, however, does rrot insctibe a literal condition of 
architecture as being necessarily physicaliy portable (atthough 
that aiways remains an open and inherent possibility); rather, 
it denotes a conceptual notion that informs the process of the 
phenomenaî constitution of an architectural objeclt 
The materi al reality of architecture in Japanese tradition is, 
hence, conceived only in relative tenns, as a cuunter- 
instam, but not more relevant, to that which is absent of 
matter; its body circumscribes a place of intersection and 
exchange between the real and the unreal and is literally 
made out of it - the teftuous construction of transience 
(S himenawa). [~rstic, p.131 

it is interesting to note at this point that mis 'dislocation' does not 
necessarily infer attenuation or neglect of the 'location'. On the 
contrary, the 'location' may in fac! be the recipient of the greatest share 
of value and attachrnent. 

Yet paradoxically, it is the location (place) that endures rather 
than architecture. The Japanese are very reluctant to give up 
a piece of land but they have very little concem for the 
eventual removal of an architectural structure that might be 
sitting on it. [~rstk, p . i q  

Through the actual divorcing of architecture and place, what "remain[s] 
constant is the idea of place, pregnant with its indiscemiMe spiritual 
depths, against which architecture is measured as a transient sign (or 
the sign of transience)" [~rstlc p.iq 

The Japanese ontology is ultlmately a mindset: not a style, nor a 
characteristic form. It has its manitestations in the fom, as in Krstic's 
example of the Shimenawa, bu! the manifestations are but i n û i i r s  of 
a point of view that is diametrlally opposed from the one that seems 
to be endernic to the European sensibilii: aiat of the nomad. 

This nomadic sensibili embraces the removaî h m  a territorial 
positioning, anâ accepts the fruits of speed (piefabrication, the 



predominance of media, increased lightness, to name a few). ft follows 
then that these characteristics would imbibe the objetct of architedure 
itself with a softness that we witness with mobile homes. This process 
cm already be witnessed in Japan, somewhat less so in North 
America, and much less so in Europe. 

However, even without any amount of paradigm-shifting, Ktstic's 
assertion that portability in Japanese architecture exists in an 
'aternporal (temporary) fashion, by king signs of that which is 
physically invisible" is valuable for it shows clearfy how architecture 
can, by locating itself explicitly as an 'aternporal' phenornenon, through 
references or signs of the temporary, heighten its immaterial sense, 
and theiefore ifs conceptual speed or rnobility. 

However, as Kfstk himseif points out at the end of the work: 

The corollary of this situation is the loss of place of 
architecture, or the problematisation of the idea of fined site. 
What is postulateci here is not the idea of the doom of 
sitelessness, but rather the notion of architecture sited in the 
city (is condition) as a whole where individuai physical place 
becames a thing of a lesseï consequence for the construction 
of architecture. [K-, p.le] 

This is the natural conclusion for those who hang onto Cain's ontology, 
and there is nothing 'wrong' with it Being based on fom and the 
semiotic interpretation of fonn, the Temporary, and the Mobile can only 
be seen through signs or syrnbols of mobility: in Krstic's postulation, 
the Shirnenawa; in the case of the Mobile Home, the wheels on whfch 
it sits. It does, however, hinge on the 'reading' of the 'signs' and is 
therefore su- to the vagrancies of interpretation buiit into the pst -  
modern ontology. If there exists a signsignified ielatknship, even on 
an abstract level, the resuit is a formal preconcepüon and its 
corresponding liters of styie'. At best what we are bft with is the 
International Style II: the Retum of Universalism. What I will soon be 
arguing is that what it really is is a resultant of a paradigm of 
nomadism; wtiat Massumi calls a 'dopplering': an asignifying sgn that 
does not necessarily yield a 'reading', for its generating primiple is at 
its base, resistant to any fomi of physical rnanhitatbn.1 For al1 its 



helpfulness, this approach puts a formai argument of architecture first. 
The only way in whiai the 'transient' can be reached this way is 
thmugh a symbolk denotation via the pmcess of binding. However, to 
be useful to architecture in a general sense that doesn't have the 
advantage of bdng syrnbalicaily Iinked to the transient, as In the 
architecture of a Shinto shrine or that of a Mobile Home, we are still 
left with the notion of 
mobiliity and its 
problematic 
interpretation in the 
architectural reaim of 
the buitl abject. How 
can we leam from 
these 'îransient' 
building types? Is 
ttiere a way to 
invigorate a static 
objec! of architecture 
without the use of 
'racing stripes' or other 
fomal illusion to 

speed or mobility? In 
order to answei these 
questions, we need to 
drop the signifying 
o b j j  for a white, 
and investigate the 
nature of mobility itself 
by charling a course 
through a number of 
mobility-related 
causes and eîfecàs in 
search for the 
signHicance of rnobility 
for a static 
Architecture. 





Alrnost a year later to the day, a late Novernbw storm front cut 
its way through the South with Sherman-like etticiency. A 
spectacular system of zinc douds rnarctied actoss the sky in 
stem phalanxes, trailing rnuitiple tornadoes and capable of 
devastating whole towns, particularîy towns that because of 
their indigenous poverty werenl bolted securdy enough to their 
earth. My cousin's widow had gone out under the menacing 
green sky looking for her daughters, who were returning from 
school. Afmost as soon as she had moved a hundred yards 
from the trailer, a funnel cloud descendeci fmm the sky and 
touched down here and there, as if knowingly, like an 
elepahant's tnink extendeci over a fence. By the time it 
reached het trailer, it had vacuumed up enough substance to 
be transforrned into a kind of club. With indifferent efficiency, it 
smashed the trailer from its cinder bkdc foundation. The bands 
-ring the trailer to stakes poppetd loose, aluminurn panes 
flew like barre1 staves, and the trailer was knocked, spinning, 
han a mile away. Her spine snapped, my cousin's widow had 
awakened in the cradling branches of a pine tree, the dam 
auturnn stars twinkling through the needles. In this chaos and 
in the atterrnath, she did not find out until the next day that her 
daughters were safe. 





Tomaâoes and Mobile Homes have a -al reiationship. Mobile 
Homes suffer natoriously at the hands of m n g  winds. The perception 
of their inabilhy to be wtthstand airborne abuse has spawned many 
tadics to attacti the light buildings to the ground. These tacücs cal1 for 
the Mobile Home to be ancharecl, moored, lashed, and batteneci down 
with Lilliputian fenror. 

However, the pairing of Mobile Homes and tornadoes runs deeper than 
this. The unmistakabfe and undeniable presentness of a violent stom 
is metaphorically welded to the concept of the mobile home. A 
tornado, like a IigMning strike, enists in the zone between the grounded 
earth and aie charged sky. It is a violent and extremely powerlul yet 
temporary and epherneral bridge between the two alchemic States: that 
of the earth-bound concrete being and the viscous airborne mobiiii of 
the sky. tt only exists between. 
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Causa - Mobility 

"My thoughts on modemity... have been crystallized by 
consideration of a cornmonplace even banal, image; an urban 
landçcape at night through which runs a river of headlight." 
Niesi- 

It is an arguable point, but modemity - the condition in which we in 
western civilkalion Iive today - cnuld be most cornpletely characterized 
by mobility in general. It is certainly the case that the Futurists drew 
their inspiration from the speed of 'modem' life, and that îheir 
maiifestoes inspired the Modernist avant-garde. Baudelaire, the 'pet 
of modernity' was certainly no stranger to the nomadic, mobility-based 
point of view. Further, why dM Le Corbusier c h s e  modes of 
transportaiion for his 'eyes that do not see' upon wtiich he bas& much 
of his very inffuenthl argumentation? Why was Meis van der Rohe 
obsessed with transparency and the notion of the conünuous plane? 
Why dM Beatriz Coiornina, when asked to sum up the fast 100 years of 
architecture chose to use the examples of exhibition architecture, with 
comparalively heavy emphasis on prefabdcation techniques, as well as 
'hituristic' modes of living which were alrnost ahvays based on the 
notion of transportation, speed, or the 'dislocation' of modemity? And 
what about Archigram anyway? I'm aware that it wouiâ be just as easy 
to come up with examples of the 'sedentary' version of modernist 
architecture, but it is hard to deny the lure of rnobility when one is 
discussing the concept of 'modemhn'. 

Geographer Nigel Thtilt, as discussed earlier, certainty adheres to this 
point of view. In his paper 'Inhuman Geographies: Landscapes of 
Speed, LigM and Powef, Thriît idenüîies the three key characteristics 
of the modem condttion as being, as the title suggests - speed, light, 
and power. Fumer, he argues that these three parameten have, 
since the 1960's been in the process of merging Mo what he calls 
'mobility' mm p.2131. 

Thrift cites the causes of mobili as being the "democratization of the 
automobile and the aircraft and best illusüated by toufhn: (In1 1989, 





there were 400 million international amivals a year; h 1960: 60 million." 
p.213 - my ûm@W8I. 

Travei is now thought to o c q y  40% of availabfe W e e  time'. 
If people do not trawl, lhey lose status: travel is aie maker of 
status. It is a cruciai elernent of modern life to feel that travel 
and holidays are necessary. [uw tm, p. q 

Another éomponent to Thtift's 'mobility' is communication. The quantity 
and quality of communications technology has also grown 
exponenüally. Satellite, œll phones, fax, fibre optics, mobile telephone, 
the intemet. Even though much of the technology existed in the 1Qîh 
century, it is its ubiquity and instantanaety that posiaons it as a 
significant social impact. 

Ught has also undergone a major transformation, according to Thrift, 
through the amputer and its allied products: the fibre optics cable, the 
laser and the increased use of non-visible speetraf light, CAD, 
hobgrarns, simulators, cornputer anirnatlon, robotk image recognition, 
ray tracirg, texture mapping, motion control, virtual reality helmets and 
gloves, magnetic tesonance imaging, mutispectral sensors and 
medical imaging. Light is also the driving force behind the most 
powerîul invention of moâernity: the television and vid80. 

All fiese changes are quintessentialfy modemlst, and al1 of aiem 
essentialty mobile. 

So what effects have they caused? 



Thrift continues for us. He cites the three consequences of these new 
technologies as follows: 

1. They rebcate vision to a plane severed from a human 
observer; 

nIncreasingly visuality will be situatecl on a cybernetic 
and electmrnagnetk terrain where absttact visual 
and linguistic elements coincide and are consumed, 
circulated and exchanged gbbaily." [CW, 1x10, p.2 as 
cited on mm p. 2141 

[Hockey players looking up at the jumbotron to watch 
the action even though they are rigM there in front of 
it]. 

2. The increased use of radar, radio and rnicrowave 
technology results in 'invisible' and ubiquitous power with 
through the means of survetillanœ resuitirig in the bluning of 
the notions of privacy and publici. 

Reiated to ml, but with a different impact. 

3. The subjectlobject relationship of usernechnology has been 
bluired. 

This etfect also blurs the notion of surface. 

Essentially, it coukl be argued that ttie efîect of mobility's primary 
coiours of q m d  light and power is a blumng of boundaries. These 
are phpical as well as -ai boundaries. Pentaps noted previously 
as a charactedstb of the post-modem condiin, this boundary Mumng 
sems to be emfywhw8. One of my favorite examples is that the 





phone in my 90 year old house was original& bcated in its own m k  
in the wall in the Entrante Hall; since that is where guests are receive, 
of course. I now have a QûûMHz portabie phone that I can never find 
when it rings. 

Thrift is nowhete near aîone in noting this phenornenon of boundary 
blurring. 

Heidegger: 

What is this unifomity in whkh everyttiing is neither near or 
far - is, as it wete, without distance. Everything gets lurnped 
togethw into uniform distancdessness. How? is not the 
merging of everything into the distanceless more unearthiy 
than everylhing bursüng apart?  rom the eswy ' ~ h e  fhingq 

Nietzsche: 

Sensibilii immenseiy more irritable; ... the aôundanœ of 
disparate impressions greater than ever; cosmopolitanism in 
foods, liteiatures, newspapm, forrns, tastes, even 
landscapes. The tempo of this influx prestissimo, the 
impressions erase each other; one instinctively resists taking 
in anything, taking anyaiing deeply, to digest anytning; a 
weakening of the powers to digest results from this. A kind of 
adaptation to the flood of impressions taltes place: men 
unleam spontaneous actions, they merely react to stimuli from 
the outside. 
[Nietwdie, 1967.p.47 as citeci in Thritt p. 2191 

Haraway: 

The cyborg is oppositknal, utopian, and completely without 
in-. No bnger stntctured by the polarity of pubiii and 
private, the wrg defines a technoiogical polis based partfy 
on a tevolution of -al relations in the oikos, the househokl. 
r u  m in RW. PB] 



provides an account of an aesthetics of disappearance, of the 
landscape as a Mur, a streak viewed from a rnoving platforni, 
'na longer experienced intensiveiy, discretely, but 
evanesmtîy, imptessionistically - panorarnicaly, in factt 
[Sch&lskrCfl1986 p.ta9] 

Deleuze and Guam: 

The nomadic subpct traverses points of pure intensity in 
migratory fashion. Nomadic thought is a distribution of 
singular points of possible 
aetualizationlindividuaWn/conduclivity; "Nomad îhought" does 
not immure itself in the e d b  of an ordwed interiority; it 
moves freetly in an element of exterioriority. It does not 
suppose an identity; it notes dMerence. tt does not respect 
the artinciil division between the three domains of 
representation, suôject, concept and king; it replaces 
restrictive anabgy with a conduetivity that knows no bounds. 
t-i.1988 p - a  

This sudden reversion of bounâaries and oppositions 
introduœs into everyday, cornmon -ce an element which 
until now was rmwed for the world of microscopes. There is 
no plenum; space is not filled with matter. Instead, an 
unbounded expanse appears in the false persQediv8 of the 
machines' lumimus emisskns. From here on, constnicted 
space ocairs within an electronl topokgy Were the framing 
of persQectiv8 and the gtidwork welt of numerical images 
tenovate the division of urban property. The anderit 
privatelpublic occu~üon and the distinction betweeri housing 
and tralnc are replaced by an overexposure in which the 
diiterence betweeri 'near' and 'tar' simpîy œases to exist, just 
as the dillemce between 'micro' and 'rnacro' vanished in the 
scannirig of the elecbon mimpmpe. wrilk, ~ o e t  ~imsndari p. 131 





Virilio's dng on the subject of 'overexposure' runs deep, but its 
essential points are that 'speed' has caused a blurring of bounâaries 
and an excess of images, times, and events. 

Marc Auge in his book Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropobgy of 
Supemiodernity presents a study of the etfects of what we have called 
the characteristics of 'mobility' above. He cals il the 'supermodem' 
condition and claims its essential quality of excess: specifically the 
excesses of time (event), -ce, and individuali. 

This need to give a meaning to the present, if not aie past, is 
the price we pay for the overabundance of events 
corres~onding to a situation we couiâ cal1 'supeMIOdeml to 
express its essenthl quality: excess. [Aw p. 301 

The consensus seerns ta be that inlegral to the cona@on of mobility 
is an dement of subjective dislocation brougM about by a general 
milieu of excess and the blumng of traâiinal ôoundaries; the private 
and the public; the near and the far; the 'other' and the 'us'; and the 
'then' and the 'now'. TW authors in particuhr have been instrumental 
in interpreting the eftect of this Muning and ex~ess: Paul Virilb and 
Marc Auge wiîh their respective theories of 'overeltposure' and 'non- 
places'. 



What is the spatial resuR of supermodem excess and Murring, or the 
and overexposure describeci above? The answer, acoording to Virilio, 
is 'displacement of fixny', which ultimatdy resutls in what Marc Auge 
calls non-places. 

To se8 the tandscape pass by a train or automobile window or 
to look at a film or a cornputer screen the way you bok out of 
a window, unless even the train or the cockpit becorne in theit 
tum projection roorns... train, car, jet, telephone, television ... 
out voyages, of which we are no longer even conscious ... 'the 
need for peregrination has led to !he establishment in 
displacernent itself of aie very fixity of Me'. 
(LWomme standard, Oastori Rageoî, Libririe Pkn 1928. As quoteci in Virilb, 
Lm Di- p. 611 

If architectonics once measured itself acoording to geobgy, 
amtding to the tectonics of natural reliefs, with pyramids, 
towers and other neo-gothic Wks, toôay it measures itself 
according to stateof-theart technologies, whose vertiginous 
prowess exiles al1 of us h m  the tenemal horizon. p~ririo, ~ o s t  
Dimension, p.27j 

This displacement of fixity is essentially the quality of 'non-places' 
(non-lieu) describecl by Marc Auge. One of the immediate effects that 
overeltposure has is to cast into question any constnicts that are 
reliant on the fixity of place: territorfali, 'borne', and 'place'; or as Auge 
says: 'traditional anthropobgical place'. 

Space, place, non-place, hypermodemity, gkbalization, ... 
much effort has gone into erplaining, often in a vecy technical 
way, ttre contemporary transfomation of place; a modernity 
pushed to the extreme, towards a hypemiodemity or 
surmodemitd. A joumey beyond the modem, beyand place. 
W Sbohmriyer, lm-, Sgace and Sobiil nieory: In-ng Modsmlty 
and p-ily, P.Pl 

It is gerietally recognized, as Stiohrnayer points out above, that 'pbœ' 
has a very slippery grasp on contemgotafy s4dety . The ptoMematic 
areas for 'place' üwry  are those meas that resl-st any a#empt to f o n  



attachrnents. We know them commonly as motorways, tumpikes, giant 
car-parks, airports, automatic dispensers, shopping centres, 
supemrkets, multiple and brandname stores, hotel and restaurant 

paradoltically nowtrere as well. They are very closeiy related to 
rnovement and mobility. In fact, Auge goes so fat as to say ttrat non- 
space is quantifiable, "with ttie aid of a few conversions bennreen area, 
volume and distance - by totaling al1 the air, rail and motomray routes, 
the mobile cabins called 'means of transport' (aircraft, trains and road 
vehides), the airparts and railway stations, hotel chains, leisure parks, 
large tetaii outlets, and finally the complex skdn of cable and wireless 
networks that mobilize extraterrestrial space for the purposes of a 
communicationn. In other worâs, by totaling al1 -ce inhabited by 
mobility and it progeny of speed, light and power. 

Non Plrom 

The best way ta demonstrate the concept of non-place as a 
relationship to the overexposure and excess of Supemiodemism, is to 
use selective quotes from Auge's text. I will tirst give an ovenriew of 
the nature of non-place, and then define it in relation to what it is not: 
i.e. traditional 'anâhropological place'. 

... the intelligence of space is l e s  subverted by cunent 
upheavals (for soils and tenitories sîill exist, not just in the 
reali of facts on the ground, but even more in that of 
individual and collective awareness and imagination) than 
cornplikateci by th8 spatial overabundance of the present. 
This as we have seen, is ewressed in changes of scale, in 
the proliferation of imaged and imaginary references, and in 
the spectacular acceleration ot means of transport. Its 
concrete outcorne involves considecable physical 
modifîcations: urban concenbations, mvements of population 
and the muhiplication of what we cal1 'non-places', in 
opposition ta the çociobgicai nation of place, associateci by 
Mauss (1966) and a whole ethnobgkal traditkn with the idea 
of a culture iocalùed in time and space. The installations 
needed for aie accelerated circulation of passengers and 
goods (high-speed roads and raikrvays, interchanges, airports) 
are just as much non-places as the means of transport 
t h m s ,  or the great commercial centres, or the extended 
transit camps where the pianet's iehrgees are parked. [AU@, 

0.341 



The resultant character of non-place can be compareci to that of 
'traditional anthropological place': for 'non-place', as its name infers, is 
actuafly defined by what 'place' is not. Traditional anttiropo(ogical 
place, according to Auge is deepiy connectecl to idem and the 
preservation of the estabfished -ai order. As we saw in the anaJysis 
of Postmodemism and the Nomad, these views are usuatly opposeci to 
tke interests of the mobile nomad, and they are furthsr based on a 
controf of spaœ, and the routes through that space. 

It is hardly surprising that the t e m  of this discourse (the 
dimurse of the iâentity of the established social order] 
should tend to be spatial, once it has becorne clear that it is 
the spatial arrangements that expresses the group's identity 
..., and that the group has to defend against extemai and 
intemal threats to ensure that the language of Mentity retains 
a meaning. [AI.@ p 

So it wouid therefore be entirely consistent !O find that 'traditional 
place' would have, at its are, a tenitorial type of monumentaiii. 

Louis Marin, for his part, borrows Futetiere's Aristotelian 
definition of place; 'Primary and immobile surface of a body 
which surrounds another body or, to speak more cteady, the 
space in wtiich a body is placeci.' [rrm LO& Marin, ut lieu du 
pouvoir h Veraailîes', La PtodWbn cies lieux exanphes, Les Ooasien des 
séminaires m. 1991. p. 891 

Hestia symôolizes aie circular hearth placed in the centre of 
the buse, the ciosed space of the gmup withdrawn into 
itsen...; while Herrnes, god of the threstiold and the door, but 
also of cmssroads and town gates, represents movement and 
relations wilh oaters. ldentity and relations lie at the heart of 
all the spatial anangemerits dassically studied by 
anthropobgy. [A- p.581 

Traditional anthropological place can therefore be described by the 
monument, and ttie routes connecting the monuments, which breaks 
d m  into: itinerary, intersedion, centre, and monument. This is the 
same character of place that we fia witnessed in aie section on 
castles, Indeed, Michel Foucauît considered the medieval mceptbn 
of space to be reshicted to * the space of empiacernmt," to " a 



UJust as the vesse1 4s a place which can be 
caded amund, 80 place is a vassel which 
cannot be moved rouncP 



hieratchic ensemble of places "without any significant sense of infinite 
S P ~ "  [Casey, EEdward S. Smîh Spiices and RoughEdged Places: me H#dsn 

Hisw d Flac#, p.41 

This conceptkn of place as a med, or at least relatively fixed has 
continuedl and seerns consistently through amient to modem times. 

Arisîotle: 
Plaœ is r)ie first unchangeable limit of that which sunoundsw 
(Pnysics 212 a 20 - 21) 

*Just as the vesse1 is a place which can be cariied around, so 
place is a vesse1 which cannot be moved round" (~hysicf 212 a 
14- 16) 

Newton: 
All places are said to be defined from the positions and 
distances of things h m  any body considereâ as immovable. 

lrnmovable places are those that, from infinity to infinity, do al1 
retain the same given position one to arnther. 

Leibniz 
Plaœ is that, which is the same in different moments to 
diierent existent things, when their relations of eo-existence 
with certarn other existents, whkh are supposed to continue 
fixeâ fromone of those moments to the other, agtee entirely 
togethef. 
(as qwW in CMey, Edward S. Smodh Spnœ~ and RoqhEdgsd PlaceJ: 
The H#drn MQt#y ol Pbcs*, p.01 

Heidegger 
Space has been split up into places. [ûeing and Ti-, p 1~ 

WFu Tuan 
Place is security, space is fr88dOm: we am attached to one 
and bng for the other. 
r/l-Fu Tun. Spiee and ma: the Perspedhres d Expahœ, 1977l. 

Irnmovable place, how8ver, has always been an uneasy bedfelbw to 
the Modemist subject, The probîems corn on both a 'practical' as 
well as conceptual ievel. The modem subject ist as argued mie, tied 
c b d y  to mobility and diskcation, and 'one way of understanding 



Wiai Kant, theri, we reach an exbemity that was aiready 
nascerrt in Descartes: the modem subject is a plaçeless 
subject. This su-, living only in the iiattened-out sites it 
itseîf p m m  or constnrcts, cannot count on any abiding 
place in the wr#... The simple location of îhings ends in the 
positioning of human hings ina succession of sheer sites - 
thereby incuIcating docile bodies to occupy these sites. 
These M i e s  and sites are inclierent to one another and to 
the placeless selves they are supposeci to subsewe, 
[Casey, Edward S. Srnaoîh Spaœs and Rough-Edged Places: The Hidden 
Hkmy d P W ,  p . l  

If the 'modern subject' cannot relate to place, where is this subject's 
home? Certainly not a castie.,. 

It is also clear that Auge, as an anthropologist and therefore one 
concemed with spatial implications of human habitation, should find a 
problern when plying his trade to the very thing that eluâes place by 
definition: mobiiii. 

This paraliel betweem place as an assembly of elements 
coexistlng in a certain order and the Wace as animation of 
these places by the motion of moving M y  is backed by 
several teferences that define its terms. [AU@ p.801 

In an aUempt to rectify this imngruity, Auge fomuiateû the following 
definition of what he termed 'non-place'. 

If a place can be defined as re(at'ina1, hisWkal and 
concemed with idenlity, then a -ce whkh cannot be defined 
as relational, or histocical, or coricemed with identity will be a 
non-place. The hypothesis aâvanced hete is that 
supermodemity produces non-places, meaning spaces wttich 
are not thanseives anthropobgical places and which, unlike 
Baudelairean modem@, do not integrate the earlier place... 
rw w 77-78] 

It is the nature of nonglace and place that neither are ever in pure 
fom. Together, they fom a sort of continuum where one never 



supercedes the other. 

...p lace and non-place are rather like opposed polarities: the 
first is never completely erased, the second never totally 
completed; they are like palimpsests on whidi the scrambled 
game of id- and relations is ceaselessly rewritten. But 
non-places are the real measure of our tirne; one that could 
be quantifkd - with th8 aid of a few conversions between 
area, volume and distance - by totalling al1 the air, rail and 
motomay routes, the mobile cabins called 'means of 
ttansportl (aircraft, trains and mad vehicles), the airports and 
railway stations, hotel chains, leisure parks, large retail 
outlets, and finally the cornplex skein of cable and wireless 
networks that mobilize extraterrestrial space for the purposes 
of a communication ... [AU@ p. 791 

Similarities can be seen between this notion of 'non-place' and the 
definition of 'space' above. It is, as Auge maintains, what ocairs 
between places. It is dynamic: 

Place as defined here is not quite the place Certeau opposes 
to space...: it is place in the established and symbolized 
sense, anthropological place. Natutally, this sense has to be 
put to wo*, the place has to corne to life and journeys have 
to be made, and there is nothing to forôid the use of the word 
space to describe this rnovement. But that is nOt what we are 
saying here: we indude in the notion of anthropological place 
the possibilii of the journeys made in it, the dimurses 
uttereâ in iî, and the language characterizhg it. And the 
notion of space, in the way it is used at present (to talk about 
the conquest of outer space, in ternis w h i i ,  for the tirne 
being, are more functional than lyricai, or to designate 
unnamed or hard-to-name places as well as possible, or with 
the minimum of inaccuracy, in the recent but already 
stereotyped language of travel, hotel and leisure institution: 
leisure spaces', 'sports spaces' , rather like 'teridemus 
point') seems to apply usefully, through the vêry fact of its lack 
of characteriration, to the non-symbolired surfaces of the 
planet MW. P.W 

or historical, or concerned with identity. Further, it inhabits the points 
between piace, spaces that are meant to be moved through; spaces 
that have a clynam'i &ment to thern. For the analysis of the Mobile 
Home, this is a perfect description, I WOU# argue, of the 'non-place' 



inhabiteci in the space of 'secondary slippage': the conceptual mobility 
that th8 Mobile Home occupies. Although Marc Auge's non-places are 
generic achral real-life locaOons îhat one pass8s through en route to 
'somewhere' else, it is exadiy mis conceptual place - or better - non- 
placre that the Mobile Home inhaôii evem though it may not be moving 
at dl. The Mobile Horne is repulsed by the magnetic pull of Place. 

For al1 its conspicuaus bulk, the trailer is quite small and 
crampeci, and, bng and narrow as it is, fails to provide a half- 
way satisfaetory arrangement of rooms for a family. Though it 
is often efficient as a store or an office or a schoolroom, its 
intlexibility means that it can never be a self-sulficient, 
autonomous dwelling. On the contrary, dmost from its first 
day of occupancy it spills it s conten& - and its occupants - 
into its surroundings: parked cars, refrigerators, padting 
cases, children and dogs and laundry invade ttie landscape. 
As time goes on the the trailer becmes more and more 
dependent on the spaces providecl by village taxpayers: cars 
take up mom, chiiâren need spaces for play. Yet, ironicalb 
enough, the trailer rejeds assimilation: its potential rnobility, its 
frequent changes in occupancy and ownership, its ambiguous 
legJ status ail work against its acceptance. FinalIy, it quickly 
becornes shabby in appearance. it is of ligM construction, 
easily destmyed by fire or toppled by a high wind. Literally as 
well as figuratively, the trailer has no real attachment to place. 
[Jackson, PB11 

Its place is non-place. 

This allows us to rnove to the nexi point in t h  pmess of cause and 
effect: what happens to the subject, or the inhabitant of 'non-place'? 

Clearly, the word 'non-place' designates two complementary 
but distinct realities: spaœs formed in relation to certain ends 
(transport, transit, commerce, leisure), and the relations mat 
individuals have mth these spaces. Although the two sets of 
relations overlap to a large ewtent, and in any case ofiicîaliy 
(individuals travel, make purchases, relax), they are still not 
confuseci with one another; for non-places mediate a whoîe 
mass of reiations, with the seîî and with othen, which are only 
indirecUy connec!ed with üleir pwpose. As anthmpobgicaî 
p l m  aeate h e  organicaîly sodal, so mplaces cmate 
solitary cantrachrality. [AU@ p. MI 





architectura1 M l s  give rise to a text; a text that does not necessarily 
require its actuali to give the passing traveilers the bendit of being 
there. This removal from participation removes one from place, and 
participation in it ... 

The [superlmodem subject is a disiacated, or pertiaps more 
exactty, a dyslooated subject, someone who does not know 
the difference between place and m, or even the 
difference between either of these and the sites to which he 
or she is confined in the pseudo-voluntarism that thinks that 
sudi a subject can go any place. But this global nomadism is 
a delusian, since to be able to go anywhere is to be located 
nowhere. 
[Cesey, Eûward S. 5mai Spaœs and FioughEdged Pbces: T b  Hidden 

The subject in a non-place is, through 
his remval from ttie 'places' of 
identity and history, thereby relegated 
to the role not of pmkipant but to 
that of a spectator. The constant 
presence of the piesent requires of 
the supemiodern subject to becorne a 
kind of continual witness the 
overabundance of present events, 
thus Wing to the spectacular nature 
of the events or spectacle.. 

Everything proceeds as if space had been trapped by time, as 
if there were no history other than the last forty-eight hours of 
news, as if each individual history were drawing its motives, 
its words and images, fmm üte inexhausîible stock of 
unendhg history in the present. [AU@, p.ioq 

Everyaiing becornes a spectacle, an emnt to be viewed, preferabiy, 
from the cornfortable distance of the r m v a i  and isolation that further 
diatacterizes the supemiodm subject. [By the way, as I wrtte mis, an 
assoüate infonns me that Princess Anne was just outside the building 
visib'ng the Pan-Am games' 'Athelete's viiîage'. I diin1 even know she 
was there. If only 1 had the TV on ...] 



In reat-world application, non-places can be consideteci essentially 
utiiitarian. fhey elast to provide a n d ,  be it for movernent, gmries, 
or temporary accommodation. Almost ahvays, there is an agreement 
fomted between the user of the non-Pace and the powers that control 
it. It is an agreement made on an individual basis. When you enter a 
malt, you are entering private commercial property, and through the 
process of agreeing to enter you agree to conduct yourself according 
to Weir' iules, or be evicted. [Note the ubquitous controlling authority 
in non-place]. Ukewise, if you use a highway or are waiting for a plane 
in an airport terminal, you have entered into this anangement through 
the various contractual arrangements ranging from vehicle iiinsing to 
the purchase of a ticket. The use of the internet is likewise controlled 
by the senrice provider. 

The passenger through non-places reMeves his identtty only 
at Customs, at the tollbooth, at the diedt-out counter. 
Meanwhile, he obys the same code as others, receives the 
same messages, responds to the same entreaties. The 
space of non-place mates neither singular idmtiîy nor 
relations; only solitude, and similitude. [AU@, p.1 a11 

It is interesüng to note that the original French meaning of Auge's 'non- 
lieu' has a legal connotation of 'no case to answet' or "no grounds for 
prosecution': a recognition that aie accused is innocent. [AU@, p.ioq 

The solitude and similitude of the individual in non-place is maintained 
by the use of media to interface with the indiiual. The media in non- 
place has a characteristk of being the tool of 'authoriîy' be it in the 
form of 'instructions for use' or in the atternpt to extract rnoney (sp8cial 
in ide 6). However, far from being oppressive, it is oflen specificalîy 
sought out by the quasi-nomadic subject of sqmmdmity, tt is the 
link with the world arwnd* 

mhe mal [note use of the word 'mal1 rion-places of 
supemiodernity - the ones we inhabi when we are driving 
domi the motorway, wanden'ng through the aupemiaiket or 
sittlng in an airport bunge waiüng for the next flight to London 
or Marseille - have the peculiaitty that they are defined -y 



by the wrds and texts they offer us: their Instructions for 
use', which may be prescr-pave (Take right-hand lane') , 
prohibitive (No smoking') or informative (You are now 
entering the Beaujolais region ')... This estabhhes the tratfic 
conditions of spaœs in which individuais are suppased to 
intmct only wîth texts, whose proponents are not individuals 
but ' moral enüües ' or insütutions (airports, airfines, Ministry of 
Transport, cornmerdal companies, tram polke, municipal 
counals) [AU@, p . ~  

I carirat help kit notice the simiîarities between Augé's 'pubfic 
authority' mure and Deleute and Guattari's 'State' construct: the 
antithetical construc! to the Nomad. Through the anthropokgy of the 
'real' conditions of supemiodemisrn that Am specitfies: the 
infrastructure of connectkrity that is ultimateiy mntrolled by some 
'State' or oaier; it is reasonable to assume that the closest to the 
Deleuean Nornad that Auge can come is to ttie analysis of the heavity 
'Sate'-controlîed connecting tissue between the 'traditional 
anthropobgical places'. However, as I have pceviousiy stiown, this is 
not the sarne place as oucupieâ by the Ddeurean Nornad. It would 
not seem teasonable to be abie to 'see' the Nomad frorn an 
ethnobgical -W. which Cs, it seems, heavily caught up the 
structure of the De(eut8an 'state'. DesQite this, Augé contends 
"Empire, considered as a totalitarian' universe, is never a non-place." 



I can only think that this daim resub from the observation that non- 
place as a way ttirough or between places exists in a relational 
correspondence mth established places and that are never, for the 
simple reason that they are a means to an end, never the 'totalitarian 
end' in and of W. But this does not mean that 'Empire' cannot 
extend its influence over the 'means' that constitute non-place, and 
from Augé's accuunt of them, it œrtainty does that. So it mua 
thergfore ôe made clear that moMlity as manifest in 'real' non-place 
certainly does not constihne the same mobility of the (perhaps 
'fictional') nomad; it is still talls heavity wiîhin the tenitorid jurisdiction 
of the state. 

Nevmlheless, I wondei if, despite this, the bal' non-place is the home 
ot the 'civilized nomad': a character that, atthough they realke that they 
exist in and confoms to a society that has hierarchies of control still 
heavily based on territorial ownership, can still reach a certain degree 
of unanimity and nomadicim. This hybrid and essentially 
schùophrenic charactew is perhaps, I would suggest, the inhabitant of 
the Mobile Home. 

Auge's analysis of nonplace that resub in aie 'civilized nornad' is 
arguably itsefl a resutt of the 'treatment' that it receives at the hand of 
the 'puMic authority'. I must question, ttiough, H aiis analysis of the 
supermodern subject ches not take tuIl advantage of the changes in 
perception, and uitimately in ontology, that could be adopted by the 
civilized nomad. Auge notes that "EKpen'ence of the remte has taught 
us to de-centre out way of looking, and we should make use of the 
lesson. The world of supemiodernity does not exac!iy match the one 
in which we beîieve we live, for we live in a worid that we have not yet 
leamed to look at. We have to releam to think about space." (Auge 
p.361. However, R is interesthg to note that alaiough Deleuze and 
Guatta" as well as Paul Virilk were writing on this subject in the sarne 
country betore and during the same time that Auge was formulating his 
theories on mobility and non-place, rieiaier of those parties are alluded 
to in Augé's text I WOU# wggwt tnat this is because their primary 
drive is to question, thmugh phibsophyl aie soundness of the territorial 
and s&tic mode of thinking and being, which in AugB's 'reality' is 



merely an abstraction. However. the aiticel coroîlary to Augérs 
approach is that the coricept of mobiiii will ahvays exist within the 
shdl of an ontoiogy that is predicated on monurnentality. To break that 

sheil, we must drop the 'real' consideratians for a Wile and continue 
the investigation iinOo the percep(uaî and paradignic changes that could 
resuit if the nomadk point of view is adopted, and the Nwi amplae 
formulation of this point of view has been developed by Deiewe and 
Guattari. 



The nomadii point of view has provideci a counterpoint to the 'state' of 
architecture. In the field of theory in the social, and now increasingiy in 
the physical arts and sciences, this point of view is being recognized 
and expbred in great detail m u s ,  I think it is possible to see the past 
king rewritten, ... both in aie terms of moMlity and as a history of 
mobility. lndeed sa great is this rewriting Éhat moôility is now coming to 
be seen as the n o m l  state of things, and setttement as the 
problernatic 'other' category that needs to be expbred." mm, p.22!3]. AS 
a resuît, architecture is left with the problem of communication in that 
the fouridation of the language of architecture - tom - is being eroded 
by the liquid forces of mobili. When seen as an image of mobility, 
architecture is seerningly left wiîhout its unffSng identity; literalfy 
without sotM ground for communication. 

One iesponse is to return to 'the gooâ old days' of formal and 
understandable language. Another is to revel in the confusion and loss 
of clear and literai meaning in "readingsw, Another is the fonalist 
approach. Yet another response is to acquiesce to a kind of neutrality 
that atternpts to avoid any and al1 allusive devices, a reûeat into a 
fomial tacitum. Whichever method is folbwed, the dematerialization of 
monumental forrn caused by mobility must resuft in a re-investigation 
into the methods by which one understands architechire, and the basis 
on which it is 'seen' and then 'understood' because mobility changes 
both the nature of the architectural object, and the subject 'viewing' that 
object. It becornes an issue of perceptkn, and ulümately the way one 
thinks - an ontology. 



The nature of this perception of the worîd or 'readjusbnent of reality' is 
further elucidated by remnt work in the scient& fields. Vitilb explains 
the impacts of many of the leading scientifk dwvery regarding the 
dematerializations of the physical environment, inciuding non- 
Euclidean geometty and the theory of reiatnnty. Viriiii cites the work of 
Manâelbrot, who postulates, through chaos theory, dimensians that are 
shown be 'partfaln and relative; which fimly places the physical 
dimension as a continuum; a relaüonship benNeen the figure and the 
abject: 

"... Fmm mis [rupture of displacement] emerges the notorious 
oscillation of the dimensional value, a cinematic jumping that 
W O U I ~  not exist if W 8  took m u n t  of ttre n~peed vector of 
both the defilading and the observation mat go into 
enchaining into one long sequence-plan the different scales of 
vision and the diverse degrees of resolution of the image, 
thereby atta'ning an unparallefed transparence." [~iri~lo. ~ o s t  
Dimeridoir, p. 551 

The 'transparence' to which Viril& is refening is not necessarily the 
transparence in a physical sense, but the essential disappearance, ot 
better yet dematerialkation of the previously 'solid' object. So when 
VirilIo says "in fact, transparency has bng transplanted apparances." 
[~iil~b. tpst O-, p.221, he is taking about the ways in which things 
are viewed: perception. 

"An identical unveiling is at worû here: great distances no 
longer hide the appearances of distant lands, the opacity of 
materials no longer hides the intimate details of matter. This 
Wansparence" - not to be confuseci with any physical 
dimension, as a non-sepatability that is bath quantic, or 
infinitely small, and optic, achially opto elecbonic, or infiniteiy 
large - should lead us back, after Euclid, whose poshilate 
albws for speeâ, to Galileo, wtiose small teiescope, whose 
astronomer's lens, pmfigured the highest speeds of motion." 
@/lrilb, Lost Dimensiori, p.611 

Many of Virilii's contentions r d y  on an empiricism that using the 
starting point of non-eudidean geometry and Einstein's theary of 
relaüvity resuîts in the lack of any scientffic absolutes, implying that 
form is an illusion. Although mis is scieriüficalîy and kgicaliy the case, 



it is perceptuaîly less persuasive. An -le is solid even though it is 
99% 'empty space' on the atomic level. So rnany of Virilii's arguments 
seem to have no direct real-world application. This contention is valM, 
but what it is not considering the shift in perception mat is neœswy to 
perceive the environment. What is impottant is the way in which the 
appie is viewed. Taken on a Virilian level, the apple's tom blurs and 
takes on a transparency as Mat is solid meits into air. The lack of 
formal premnceptions, and the re-aiignrnent with a way of seeing the 
world that denies fonnal precepts, allows one to let go of the static 
form as the primary building b k k  of environmental cognition, and to 
replace that with zero-dimensional energy, ligM and speed. 

"From matter to ligM, scientific knowledge progressively 
avoids any reference to solids or solid reference points, as 
they submit increasingly to the impact of advanced 
technologies and, thus, give up on their required material 
p10ûfS." [Virilb, Lost Dimension. p. 481 

Starting with the generai theory of relativity in which light, or more 
accurately the speed of figM is the only universal constant, IigM has 
becorne the basis for measurement: tnily the fundamentai buiiding 
block. As evidence of this, Virilio cites the change in the universal 
measurement s!andards of the meter which have changed from the 
physical measurernent of a platinum bar to the optical [find the 
wavelength measurement] 

The œnter of the universe is no longer the geocentric garai or 
the anthropocentrfc human. lt is lumiIK)ICBIIaIsrn of a heib 
centrism. or, better yet, of a l u m i ~ m ,  one that -al 
relativity helped install, whose umntrolled ambitions derive 
from the purposes of gerieral reletivity. 

Wth the shiiit in -on towards IigM, ulümately a zerodimensknal 



point of illumination, pecspective loses its primacy, and light, which is 
everywhere and nowttere, R h  optic and televisual, tunding and 
disappearingae transparent image that is at its a r e  nomcadk. 

Thus the new represeritations of the fom-image of the 
sensibie world, the "point of light" replaCBd the vanishing point 
of the pspectivists. The luminous point became the 
vanishing point of ttre speed of light , the non-place of its 
acceleration, a photon, electron acceleration that contributes 
to the presmt formation of the dimensions of infinite spsce, 
just as the point without dimension of ancierit Greek geumeày 
served to establish the dimensions of the finite wotld, 
incfuding the development of arithmetic and mathematic 
numeration, as well as the geometric and geographic 
formulation of the image-tom of the "phnetary globe". [viiriio, 
Loa Dimendon, p.431 

So Wnlio poses the ultimate question to the 'civilized nomad': 

Are we prepared to accept a reversal of al1 philosophic 
meaning, hereafter considering a~cident as absolute and 
necessary, and substance - ail substance - as relative and 
contingent, hereatter considering catastrophe not as 
substantial ddomt&n but rather as an unexpected 
acdderital formation A la Ren6 Thom, and, further, to consider 
movement and acceleration not as displacement but rather as 
emplacement, an empîaœment without any precise place, 
without geometric or geographic localkation, as with the 
parüeies of quantum mechanks? We must at least resolve 
ourselves to bsing the sense of ouf senses, cornmon sense 
and certairrties, in the material of representation. We must be 
ready to iose our rnorphological illusions about physical 
dimensions; except for the point, the punctum, that figurative 
abstraction more resistant than the atom and, as always, 
absolut* necessary for difiment conceptions of the world. 
[Virilb, Los! Dimerision, p.481 

In addition, he adds that the video (pixel) is nondimensional "This 
anaîogical or numerical figure cornes lrom the very absence 
of a field, of a depai of field, so that depth is mw onîy mat 
which occurs in the temporal video-performances of the pixel" 
Fmiio. Lost DimeMiori, p 51) 



Since the visible is now only the effect of the surface interface 
of the promptness of the luminous emission, and since, 
furthemiore, at the ocular level, that which rnoves increasingly 
quickly becomes decreasingty perceptible, we have to admit 
that that whkh is given to us as perceivecl is done so by 
means of phenornena of aecsletation and deceleration, in 
each case linked to the intensity of lumineçcence. If speed is 
Ifgh, then al1 light becomes semblance, the shifting 
ap~earamets of momentary and false transparencies, and the 
dimensions of space become mere fugitive apparitions. Ail 
becorne figures and objects sean in the instant of a glance, 
but the glace is both the perceiveci place and the perceking 
eye. m e  glance is both site and sight. [~lrilb, ~ ~ s t  Dimemh, 
P.621 

This is reminiscent of Massumi's discussion of the brightnem 
confound: a tem coined by 'frustrated' researchers into the nature of 
perception. 

The 'brightness confound' can become a conscious percept, 
through a concerted eifott of unleaming habits of swing, or 
ttirough a simple accident of attention. When it does, the 
confound is contaglous. It strikes depth: tttree dimensionaltty, 
argues the 'ealogical' school [for more, MCI J. ~ h e  
Ecokgkai ripproech to Viwril Pereéptkn, Hfwhtoil Mllllln (Won), 19791 of 
perceptual theory, is an eftect of complex diierentials of 
surface lighüng played out in ever-shifüng ptoximities of 
shadow and cobur, reflectance and luminosity, illumination 
and translucence.. it is not, as ttaditional theories of 
perception would have it, the product of mysterious 
calculetions of reiative sire and distanm. [ i u e ~ r ,  p .a j  

What we are witnessing with Virilio and others is the maintenance that 
them is a fundamerital shii in the way that abjects are viewed when 
viewed through the eyes of Deleuze and Guattari's Nomad, or fiom 
Virilibn image cf 3-. Thii  shift, which is characterized by aie 
replacement of mattet wfth that of light as ttie primary building 
substance, has a characteristic of diwokiing the physical dimensions: 
lessening their significance, as wdl as their potency. 



Oepth is a surface Wect susceptible to the brightness 
confound. When it goes, so does separable form. Nat only 
do the relative size and distance of oôjeets flutter, aieir 
boundaries blur. They ~ 8 8 ~ 8  to be separate figures, 
becoming not entirdy localisable zones in a fuuy continuum. 
In other words, they œase to be objects, becoming what they 
aiways were, in the beginning and in paralid: fluctuations; 
visual runs; expen'entiaI transition zones. The distinctions of 
habit fou back into the always aecornpanying level of the 
more-than-three-dimensioned ligM concurrence from which 
they ernerged. The fixed boundaries and 'constants' of our 
habitua1 perceptions aie emergences ffom an experiential 
confound to vuhich they can retum, and must retum, for they 
are not M u r a l  constants at all, but contlnually regenerated 
effects, predicated on the variation they follow and emeige 
from, as its perceptual anest. They rest entirely on variation. 
[Messuml, p.M] 



lt is precisely the magnihide of speed, a hitherto unequalied 
magnitude, a 'depal of tirne', that eludes the habitua1 
limitations that result from the mateti& resistance, just as with 
the morsor-less distant localizations of obsewed objects. 
The severance of dimensions ... is thus not strictly a facet of 
the obsewed object, having to do with degrees of tesolution 
of figures and of images. It is also the effecl of dHferent 
filming sequences, and of the inore-or-less high rapidity of 
execution of their montage: cinematic cinernatographic, or 
viâeographic montage, of whkh the constant progress of the 
means of communication of dimension has finally made us 
aware, optic or opto-electronic means that are no different 
than those of televisual or telematic telecommunicatiorrs; or, 
again, those means of physicai transport of people, since it 
always cornes back to that primitive magnitude of the rapid 
vehide, such as the TGV or Comrd. .. [vrrilk, bst Dimendon p. 55] 

We are left now with the final Mecticause before we can entet into the 
analysis of the impacts for an architecture of forrn of a 'formless' 
mobilhy. How~vW, the central paradox of 'what it is if not form' must 
be probed until some mechanisrn can be used as a 'bridge' to the 'real' 
that avoids the bracketing and mtrol  of the Deleuzean 'State'. 

It is important to note at mis tirne that the deformation of architecture 
does not irnply a necessary abandonment of the fact that the creation 
of architecture is, in the final anaiysis, a physical act; one based on the 
use of materiais that are used to proted fiom the elements. However, 
what this deformation does cal1 for is a necessary admittance of a shitt 
of emphasis in perception of the absolution of the building. This is a 
shHI which may have formal ansequences but they must be seen as 
exacüy that: consequences. Far from Ming the profession or alkwing 
'anything goes' approaches, mis mutation of point of view would open 
a large number of possiMlities w h i i  could present the same firmness, 
commodity and delight, but on different dimensions. 



This is not to say that form is indevant or that aiî gametries 
are alike. Rather, as architecture goes fonivard into an era of 
great cuhral and technological change, it is criacal to note 
that dissimilar forrns are not necessarily ideofogically 
oppositional and f o m l  disünctions are neither the only 
distinctions in architecture nor are they the most important 
ones. [Ailey, 11999, p.41 

Mrilio's examination of the nature of mobility and its rdationship to the 
buik environmerit prouides the necessary seeds of a l angqe  of 
mobility that is necessary for the IigMening of architecture. 

Perhaps the most ciit'kal concept that Virilio has to deal with is the 
nature of form and its relation to mobility. Using picnolepsy (a mild 
fonn of epilepsy whkh affects rnost people in their childhood] as a 
vehicfe much as 1 am using the Mobile Home, Virilio sets up a 
sluation where foms have a udeparture from duration". This in tum 
resuîts in a disoontinuity of the perceived world, anà a marlied 
importance in the unseen world; discontinuities are continuous and 
perception is likened to epileptk time travel. 

One of the first impacts of this discontinuity is that "the pursuit of form 
is only a technical pursuit of the" @lirllb, 1991a p.141 

The pursuit of foms is only a pursuit of time, but if there are 
no W e  toms, there are no foms at all. We might think that 
the domain of fonns is sirnilar to that of writing: If you see a 
deaf-mute expressing himself p u  notice that his mirnicry, his 
actions are already drawings and you immediately think of the 
passage to wMng as i! is still taught in Japan, for example, 
mth gestures perfonned by the professor for students to 
capture calligraphicalîy. Ukewise, if you're talking about 
cinematic anamorphosis, you migM think of its pure 
repmntatkn which WOU# be the shedow projected by the 
staff of the sundii. The -ng of time is indicated, 
acoording to the season of the y w ,  not only by the position 
but also by the nivisibîe movement of the fom of the shadow 
of the staff or of the triangle on the surface of the dii. 

FurViennore, the hands of the cbck will always produce a 
modHication of the position, as invisible for the a m g e  eye 



as plzinetaty movements; however, as in cinema, the 
ariamorphosis propetly speaking disappears in the mbr of 
the clock, until mis ensemble is in him erased by the 
eleetronic dkplay of hours and dates on the black screen 
where the luminous mission substitutes entirely for the 
original eflect of the the shadow. wniio, nme~ d Disapgesrance, 

P-171 

In this, Virilio is arguing that the permanence of forrns is illusionary; 
fleeting over tirne, and that the onîy way to anest lomi is to anest time, 
whkh is an irnpossibility. In 0thw woids, fmm this point of view, al1 
form is animated and in constant dynamic fluctuation. Although this 

The implication of time (and therefore speed) taking the place of the 
primacy forrn is that aigre is a dimensional shift that be describes as 
folbws: 

The relation to dimensions changes drastically. Mat  
happens has nothing to do with metaphors of the 'images of 
time' style; it is something like what Rilke's phrase meant in 
the most l i tml sense: 'What happens is so fat ahead of what 
we think, of our intentbns, that we can never catch up with it 
and never really know its itue appearance." 

Virilk's argumentation of the annihilation of the fi* of tom as a resuît 
of the forces of speed is s necessay step towarâs the reconsideration 
of architechire bas4 on the principles of rnobility. However, Virilio is 
somewhat frustrating in that it does not albw for a useful integration of 
his new ways of perceking the world: as a demateriaiized suceessions 
of disappearance. To make that final step, it is ne~~ssacy to introduce 
a cousin to the Virilian speed vector; the virtuai space. 

naduai traces of the virhial are always effects of movemen1" 
(Massumi, pe21 J 

An operational definition of 'the virtuaî': 

Deleuze and Gu-, folbwhg 8ergson. suggest that the 
virhJal is the mode of real'i impl i ied in the emergence of 
new potentials. ln osier wotâs, its reaii!y is the reality of 



ctiange: the event. This immeâiately raises a number of 
prohiems for any domain of practice interesteâ in seriously 
entertaining the concept, If the virtuai is ctiange as swh, then 
in any actuaily given circumstance i t  can only figure as a 
mode of abstraction, for m a t  is concretely given is what is - 
whkh is not what it will be when R changes. The potential of 
a situation exceeds its actuality. Circums&nces self-abstract 
to the precise extent to Mich they evolva This rneans that 
the virtual is not cowned in any achral evolve. This means 
that the virtual is not containeci in any actual lm assumed by 
things or states of ttiings. It runs in the transitions from one 
fom to another. [mumi ,  p. 161 

70 be 'virtual' implies a Virilian geometry featuring time and therefore 
speed and event as the basis of perception. Furaler, as Massumi 
points out, "the virtual occurs when the connotative potentiai is more 
powerful than the actual" - again irnplying a potential that outpaces the 
physical fon. The Virtual, therefore, is defined as being non-concrete, 
abstract, yet not signifying: fomless. More accurateîy, though, is that it 
occurs between fotms. Massumi continues: 

The abstractness of the virtuai has b e n  a challenge to 
certain discourses, particularly in the interdisciplinary realrn of 
cultural theory, whidi make a moral or political value of the 
cancrete. This is not the case udth architedure, even though 
iîs intimacy with the concrete is quite iiieral. Architecture has 
always involved, as an integral pan of its creaüve process, the 
production of abstract s p m s  from which concret0 foms can 
be drawn. The challenge that the virtual poses for 
architecture lies more in its 'unforni' nature than its 
abstractness. How can the nin of the unform be integrated 
into a process whose end is stilbstanding fom? [Massumi, p.tq 

So aîthough the virtual has a strong abstrac! cornponerit, This is not 

the difficutîy posed to architecture. It is rather its peculiar nature as an 

unform,"or as a Virilian 'zero-dimensional' abject that poses the 

probîem for the ttaditioml architectural approach. The concept of 

topology cm be used to fom a conceptuai framework that would albw 

for the conception of aie incorporation and appreciation of these 

unform oôjects. 





mobile 



a branch of mathemaücs that investigates the 
properties of a geometric configuration that are 
unattered ii the configuration is subjected to any one- 
borie transformation continwus in both directions. 
[Webster's Third New Internationai@ Dictionary] 

Topology deals with continuity of transformation. It sngulfs 
forms fn their own varfation. The variation is hunded by 
static foms that stand as its beginning and its end, and it can 
be stopped at any point to yield other still-standing fonns. But 
it is what happens in-between that is the special province of 
topology. The variation of seamlessiy interlinking foms takes 
preeedence over their separation. Forms figure less as self- 
enclosures than as open dependemies of a shared 
deformational field. The continuity of that R e M  of variation is 
inseparable from the foms populating it, Yet it exceeds any 
one of them, ninning across them ail. When the focus shitts 
to conünuity of variatbn, still-standing krm appears as 
residue of a process of change, from which it stands out (in its 
stoppage). A still-standing f m  is then a sign: of the passing 
of a process. Th8 sign ûoes not in the first instance slgnify 
anything. But it does impîy something; or better, it implkates. 
It envelopes in its stillness a deformational field of which it 
stands as the trace: at once a monument of its passing and a 
signpost of its potentiai to be repeated. The variation, as 
enveloped past and future in ceasing fom, is the viitualii of 
thal fonn's apQearance (and of others with wtiicti it is 
defomaüonally intefiinked). [Massumi, pi61 

From a topokyical perspective, a donut is equivalent to a teacup. The 
fom of a donut couid be 'morphed' without changing ate original 
parameters of that of s toms. It muld bulge on one side, and that 
bulge a u l d  fonn a 'container' for tea, but i? is just a manipulation of the 
'bulge'. Since physical manifestations do not impact a topofogical 
analysis, this is a useful tod to use when discussing the reductiorr of 
the physicality of form. Virilio tefers to this 'impœpüble order' of 
topology and s~eaks to its imptications in the lolbwing: 



Constnicted space, then, is more than simply the cornnete 
and material substance of constructeci stnictures, the 
permanence of elements and the architectonics of umnistic 
details. It also exists as the sudden proMeration and the 
incessant muitiplicatkn of qWal  effetAs which, abng with the 
conscfousness of time and of distances, affec! the perception 
of the environment 

This technological deregulation of various milieus is also 
topologicai to the exact extent that - instead of constWng a 
perœptibfe and visiôie chaos, such as the processes of 
degradation or destruction implied in accident, aging and war - R inverseîy and paraboxically builds an imperceptible order, 
wtiich is invisible but just as practical as maçonry or the public 
highways system. 

In al1 likelihood, the essence of what we insist on calling 
urbanism is cornpoæd 1 decornposecl by these transfer, transit 
and transmission systems, ttiese transport and transmigration 
networtcs whose irnmaterial configuration reiterates the 
cadastral organization and the building of monuments. 
[Vlrilb, tost Diinendon, p.211 

It 1s in the 'recursion' of the physical tom that there exists a poteritkl to 
exhume a topobgical architecture. The topological ontology makes the 
design process the central focus of the design, not the forrn, as 
Massumi mites: 

"Far from directing it, fom emerges from the process, 
derivative of a mouement that e-s it. The formal origin is 
swept into transition. Folioweâ by the architect." jhsawni, p.161 

Form, then becornes the 'still-standing residue' that is a sampling of the 
topological field of defornation. ît is a manifestation that is without the 
elment of tirne; a 'mofphiqieal irruption': a snapshot. The 
architect's role becomes much less heroic - becoming instead 'a 
prospedor of formadive continuity, a tracket in an elusive field of 
generative deforma;tionU [Massumi, p.161 whose job it is to be 'in a 
sense cataîytic, no longer orchestrating* [Massumi, p. 161. The 
architect becornes les$ a tecipient of divine inspiration, more a 
captain of a ship that moves regaiclless. The whob point of the 
topological turn is to cataiyze newness and ernergence rather than 



articulating universalked fixation." [Massumi. p.iq 

It must be pointed out that this is the opposite to aie Corbusian nrettiod 
of design: 

Possessed of a rnethod whose elements are like words of a 
language, aie creator chooses among these words those that 
he will group together to aeate a symphony. ..One cornes 
logically to the nece m... of a logical chob  of themes, and 
the necessity of their association not by deformation, but by 
formation. 
[Le Corbusier ftom *purfsm' (tWô), Modem ArUsb on At?, RL Gerbeiz(ed), 
prenüce-hall (engelmiod dilis, NJ) 1964. p 82 pp 6567.1 

This 'Modem' mearod draws from pre-existing vocabulary of 
elementary fons. The result is both individualistic, but yet (as 
discussed in Moûemism and the Mobile Home) accedes to universality 
via symbotk objectiviity. The criticai diffwence between the Modern 
methd and the topological method is that the form is admtttedly 
particular, whereas R is the 'field of generative defonnation' that is more 
universal. This relates to the Mobile Home in that the Mobile Horne is 
a building type (topokgy) that has many paiacular variations 
(snapshots), but it is not the individual models that hold the interest of 
this thesis. It is the udefomational field" that has created thesa 
individual modds that we are referring to when we discuss the Mobile 
Home. 

At any rate, in order to chart the course of topobgical defortnation, one 
must use abstract methods, but with an adaed elements of chance, 
accident, and indetenninacy, The cornputet, of course, is the prefmed 
tool of the virtual, and it adds, through the p~ocess of digitizatbn, a 
certain indetminacy. In the case of the use of software, this 
indeterminacy is given by the hüt-in mstraints of the software, and 
the W l i  of the designer to manipulate L The point being, however, 
that the viftual forces are not neutrai s e m s  onto which is pmjected in 
a preconceived notion of forrn, but that the virîuai forces take on a 
deformational Me of theif own. 

As a consequence, the space of abstraction itsen becornes 
active, no longer mere(y preliguring. The abstract s~ace of 



design is now populated by virhial forces of deformation, with 
whidr the architeet must pin forees, to which he w stie must 
yieM in order to yield newness. The design process takes on 
a certain autonorny, a life of its own. [ m i .  p.131 

This process generates a plethora of forrns. From this, the architect 
can select any number of toms that can be further tweaked, the 
outcorne never sure, never predetennined. This reminiscent of the 
Virilb's temark that "Ours is a crisis of cuîîing and joining, a crisis of 
ediilng; we have passed beyond the cnsis of montagen [Lost 
Dimension p.621. The impact for authorship of design having become 
much les$ to do with the Modemist 'freedom' and 'necessity' implying a 
omnkient point of view; captains of the ship of change, but rather that 
of the engineer in the boiler room smashing at the engines that drive 
the ship; dealing with the dirty realiües of al1 the menial tactors that 
enter the process inctuding taste, cost, tirne. 

The success of the exeidse is not measured by any god-like 
ability to mate something from mthing. It is the more 
modest ability to extract a difierence ttom a variation (a 
standing differerice from a runnirig variation). lt al1 depends 
on what happens in the rnidâle. Cultural production becornes 
the art of the prevailing middie. [Maruurml, p. 181 

The process must be compîiited and as Massumi says, is a 'compiex 
of complexes' each one reacting with the others in exponential lashion. 
The tesuit for tom is that %e translation into and out of virtual force 
lays everything out on a single, cornplex, deformational surface from 
wtiich fotm emerges as a certain kind of stoppage." The extraction 
prwess is more a product of the 'art of the le@' of intuition than 
arbimtiness. [me: n w n n i n i  tb &lg#1~1'8 mkri of im~igence W. ~naritlon] 

Now that we've outlined what the topokgical rnethod is, and touctied 
on how form is deciveci from it, we ate still lefi with the same questions 
of its application: 

'if the idea is to yield to virhrali and bting it out, where is the 
virtualî in the Rnal produc!? Precisely what trace of it is left 
in the ancrete tom it deposi as its tesidue? What of 
emergence is left in the emerged? If the end form is a sign 



that does not signify, aien what does it do and how does it do 
it? What is the relation of the asignifying sign to its everit? 
M-i* P.W 

If anHedure continua b be seen as static form then the viftualit- will 
never be seen. The &ment of tirne must be W e d  to the static; the 
Virilian reanfiguratbn of the senses must be attempted to see the 
speerl: the dynamics in the statics. The importance of the building as 
a function of perception as well as inhabitation must be pursued to 
attempt to reach the viftual nature of the mobile. However, it is critical 
that the formal aspects of the building be considered as secondary in 
importance to the 'deformational fieîâ' that can be seen as the producer 
of fonn in the first place. 

There have ben two ways of 'reading' the afterlife of a building, both 
of which resuît in the 'formal brackets' being 'clamped' back onto the 
architecture in question. The first, involves the use of signifying 
semiotic terms to 'decode' the building and bring out its 'tanguage' 
through formai 'refenal' (usually known as the 'ponmodem' method in 
Architecture). The resuît is that architecture is imprisoned in a 
laquage of formal vocabufary, unable to move beyond that ievel of 

understanding. The second method, as explained by Massurni, is 
refened to as existential phenomenokgy, and is charadeflsüc of the 
modemist approach in general. 

The experienîid substrate, it tums out, is not so much 
unprepackaged as it is packaged by a structurai pre-fit 
between the body and the MM. This has the merits of 
avolding impdsonment in signlticaüon, and of reconnecting 
with material processuality. But it consigns everything to 
function, hypostasised as the ontological ground of lived 
experience. 'htemtiaîii' is another wrd for funetion, gbrified 
as the ground of al1 experimœ. This transcendentalisation of 
function encloses ptocess in organic fom; another diffwertce 
between l~igh' modernism and existentlai pheriomenohgy, 
ahhough nat so great as it is made out to be. For both, 
exprieme is fomially prefigured. t~asswj, p.iq 

This is the same pmôiem that we encountered in our investigatkn fnto 

Krstic's artide on Japenese archimure and its impact on aie anaiysis 



of the Mobile Horne as an object. Again, what we are after is a 
removal from aie krmal in order to gel at the concept of continual 
dislocation, whether it be in the image of ThMs mobility, Massumi's 
virhrality, Deleuze and Guattaii's transversalitymomeddogy or Virilk's 
speed. As soon as judgement is passed on singular phemmena of an 
architectural neurnena, then it Iimits the analysis to the exdusion of the 
animate nature of arch8ecture. The way to conceptually capture this 
continual dislocation is through an investigation of the dynamic 
elernents of Speed and LigM- 







Architectural Eff acts:Cogs and ûopplerings 

"In addiin to residue in staüc forni, the fomiatîve process 
leaves traces still bearing the sign of its transitional nature. 
These am not vktualiües, but populations of actual effects that 
more hlty implicate changeability and the potentfal for further 
emergence (than self-ericbsed foms or ordered 
agglornerations of fons  realùing a rigid combinatory logic to 
produce citations, associations, or most ubiquitoudy, stock 
funcîional cues - forrnal ampositkns foiiowing laws of 
perspective and resemblance designed to awaken habitua1 
patterns of recognition and response. ... They are fogs and 
dopplerings; patches of vagueness or blurrings presenting to 
the senses an insensible plasticfty of tom; flushes of 
treshness, arun in concretised convention and habit; iecalls 
of emergence reminiscences of newness." [Masmr p.201: 

The nature of mobil i  for architecture is, in actual terms, fairly difficuJt 
thing to put one's finger on given the nature of the ongin of the 
profession. And when one does put one's finger on it, as perhaps 
Krstic did with the Shirnenawa, it is critical to realize that it isn't rnobility 
itseif, but it's droppings; or as Massumi says, its asygnifying signifier. 
It cornes ftom the Yopolagical' field, but it daes not signiiy nor 
represent it. It has come down a 'one-way street' into formai 
existence. The manifestations becorne l e s  'solid objeds' as 
architectural effects. Massurni describes these manifestations as 'Fogs 
and Dopplerings'. Fog annihilates separable forrn: it is an effect of 
lighting. Dopplerings are eflects of movement. Each one of the effects 
telate to IigM or to fnovernent, and sometimes both. 

"Oeprived of objective bounâaries, the architediOnk dement 
begins to ârift and tloat in an eiecbonic ether, devoiâ of spatial 
dimensions, but inscribed in the singular temporaiii of an 
instantanaus diision." pmio, m ~i-, p.131 



The impliitions of an architecturai parad'gm based on fotm in the 
physical dimensions is not necessarily obvious. The grand spatial 
controlling mahankm of modemism starts to break down in a Virilian 
mode1 of non-place based on speed and aie primacy of @M. Thsre 
are four direct physical impiiitions: 

1. LigM becornes the bricks and rnortar of aichitectonks. What 
becames important is nat the form or effect but the play of 
light in and off and around it, 

2. 60th the bluning of th8 boundary and architecture's role as an 
interface changes the nature of the 'surface', as it breaks 
down in its physicality and at the same time becornes a 
method through wtiih information is transmitted in an osmotic 
fashion. This a b  has the added frnplkatbn of architecture 
as an acüve parücipant in the role of media. 

3. An increased Transparency and Translucency of materiatii. As a 
variation on the dissoMng of the 'surface', transparency and 
translucency have developed an even greater signifiertnce 
since the Modem movement in architecture. 

4. The influence of the topological ontology on architecture mates a 
ubiquitous, and thetetore g e m k  condition. It ttierefom has 
the appearance of being everywhere and nowtiere. As a 
result, there is a non-specificity to the applimtion of an 
architectural technique; a certain characteristic neutrality. 

Because of the fact that these techniques are Mects, impressions, 
interpfetations, and are net nmnt to be 'ideas' that are, (pardon the 
tetm) cast in stone, I will refrain as much as p~ssible m m  commenthg 
directly on the effects, instead dbwing authors that have written a kt 
on the subject~ argue it, and juxtapose them with images that are 
suggeslive of the fom of effeds. 



"Architecture ... is a distribution of IigM belore it is a 
concretion of foms." [trom ~eieure, FOUU~ 1986. p. sq Its basic 
medium is light. It uses concrete and stone, metal and glas, 
to sculpt light in ways that either dired the fixations of 
attention steaûfastly away from aieir amfounâed conditions of 
emergence, or on the contrary enable it sparadically to kld- 
back into them. The separation between the primary' 
sensations (depth and tom) and the 'secrrndary' sensations 
(in particular coiour and lighting) is untenable. Since 
perception is a matter of complexes of complemities played 
out in surface relations, me more useful distinctions, are, 
again, topalogical (cuts and continua; boundaries and 
transiüon; fold-outs and fold-bacûs) and processual (affluter or 
stabilized; anin or stilbstanding; refreshed or habiial; 
functional or eventful). One of the direct implications for 
architectural practiœ is that coiour need not be dismissed as 
essentially decorative. As a dimension of the brightness 
confound, it is as primary an arc)iitectural dement as the 
cube - if not more so. [Masrrumi, p . ~ ]  

Benjamin : 
architecture, like cinerna, "presents material to a simuitaneous 
collective reception." 

Ren6 Clair: 
The art that Cs dosest to cinema is architecture." 

Marc Auge: 
The link betnreen individuais and their sumundings in the 
sp8œ of non-place is estaMished through the mediation of 
words, or even texts. We know, for a start, mat there are 
words that make image - or tather, images: lne imaginatbn of 
a person who has been to Tahiti or Mafrakesti takes flight the 
moment these names are m d  or heard .... Here the word 
does not aeate a gap betwwn everyday fundionality anci lost 



myîh: it mates the image, pioduces aie myth and at the 
same stroke makes it woik (TV viewers watch the programme 
every week. Albanians camp in M y  dreaming of Arne-, 
tourism expands). [AU@ p. gr] 

Mrilkl; 
We can now bettw understand the prec'se materiality of 
architecture whiih fascinateci Watter Benjamin. It was 
conneded ~ess to ttie wa~îs, noors, anci opacity of surfaces 
than to the primacy of the acœss protocal of doors and 
bridges, but it also refened equally to the ports and ottier 
means of transport, that probnged the nature of the threshold, 
the practicai function of the mtryway. This pmtocol of 
physical access gave al1 its rneaning to the spaœ of a 
dwelling and of a City; both wete linked to the primacy of the 
sedentary over the nomadic ways of our origins. And dl of 
this is being swept away by advanced technologies, 
eqxdally those of domestic teledistribution. piriib, tost 
Olmeriskn, p.991 

Where once one necessarily enteed the city by means of a 
physical gateway, now one passes through an audio-visual 
pmtocol in whicn the mettiods of audience and surveillance 
have transfo& even the forrns of puMc greeting and daily 
reception. [vrnb, ~ o s t  Dimension, p.141 

Architedure is more than an anay of tediniques designed to 
shelter us from the stonn. It is an instrument of masure, a 
surn total of knowledge that, contending witb ttie natural 
environment, bames capable of organizing Society's time 
and space. This geodesic capadty to define a unity of time 
and place for al1 acüons now enters into direct conflict with ttie 
structural capacities of the means of mass communication 
[Virilb, Lost Di- p. 22] 

The blind alley disappears into the superimposd vision of a 
cbsed-circuit television that never tums off, that afways gives 
and receives, directly or iridirectly, al1 surlaces and al1 the 
pieas of a tele-topokgical puzzle, one in w h i i  televised 
permanence replaces the permanent cinema of aie 1920's 
thmugh the t940's, where the puMic WOU# go to get real i i  



We are no longer prirnarily concemed wiih the displacement - 
or with our being displaceci-in the spaœ of a passage. We 
are now involved with the dephasing in time ot the instant of a 
disjunction-conjunction. This is a concurrence of technical 
circurnstances in which appearances are al1 against us, al1 
preds8Iy against us in the opm-efectronic interface. The 
separatiotr of differerit sites in the original geopolitics of the 
rural, the communal, the utban and the national, has becorne 
the intmption of the non-siîe of contemporary chrono- 
p0lfiiCS. ~ r i i t o ,  Lout Dimenskn p. 741 

Witn the territonaf laquage of place represseâ, what languags takes 
hold? Due to the emergence of the postmodem nomad, the new 
institutions of power cannot solely coritrol through physical territorial 
demafcaüon. The new territories are being forged in non-piace. The 
control of mn-place is not in the routes, but at the nodes of access. 
Access to data-banks, aocess ta financiai resources, access to the 
intemet. Control of access to elechonic network is the power game, 
and one of architecture's rok is as machine interfam. Cyborg 
Architecture. 

... We encounter in the interface a form-image in which time 
more than space rnakes the "surface", since the only depth is 
that of the primitive dimension of speed, the emptiness ot the 
quick, that of ttie vector of instantaneous transmission of data 
that affects, with the consciousness of the users, the figures, 
the movements and the repremted extension. [vrriiio, L O ~  

D i i  p. 531 

The imbalarice between ttie direct intOrmEitkn of our senses 
and the mediated information of the advanced tectinalogies is 
so great that we have ended up transferring our value 
judgments and out rneasuie ot thtngs fmm the object to its 
figure, frorn the form to its image, from feading episodes of 
out history to noting their sbtistical tendendes. As part of this 
grand transfertal, we now face aie major technokgical danger 
of a generaiized delirium of interpretation, wm, b t  Dimension 
P. 91 



Scientifif definiaon of 'surface': Each surface is an interface 
between two environrnents that is ruled by a constant activity 
in the fom of an exchange between the two substances 
placed in contact with one anolher. [vrnib, ~ o a  ôimens&n p. tg 

ûoundaries are less finite walls, and more permeabie membranes. 

The rigor of inquiry into both the graphhl and material 
manifestations creates the possibility for an interplay between 
the graphics and surfaces, aeating a plane of immanence - a 
hypersurface. [Massumi, p. 2q 

The cathode window and the maMx ScIeen are able to 
displace doors and physical means of communication, 
because ciriematic representation has already dispîaced the 
rea l i  ot the ettective presence, the reai presence of people 
and things. Furaier, the accident of instantaneous transfer 
machinery displaces the substance of space-time, in favor of 
a kind of energy reductfon and a hyper-cinematic 
reductbnism that affects urbanism and architecture, but 
above al1 else re-orders geometry and the dimensions of 
physical space. p. m] 

For Benjamin, the architectonic no longer operates among the registers 
of resistance, material and a p p e m c e s ;  it m u r s  now instead within 
the order of transparency and the ubiquity of the instantaneous, both 
mythical qualies that piediet those of the great plitical and social 
liberation ..." 

At present, transparents replaces appearance because the 
aesth- of acceierated disappearanœ has displacecl that of 
the progressive ernergence of foms and figures in their 
matefiai support, their surtace of inscription, from the surfaces 
of engraving, dmwing, painting, sculpture, and the 
photogravure of intaglb negatives to the monoliais and 
constructions of architecture. @MO, m D m  p.  JI 



When transparemy becornes manifest, 1 becornes a 
manifesto mat re-organizes appearanœ and the measure of 
the sensible world and thus, almost immediateiy, its figure and 
its image-fom. wrilb, ~ o s t  o i m  p. 32) 

These performances and eledronic video-perfarinances are 
matched only by the architectural nullity of ail buildings. This 
is the nullity we see in the arrangement of Silicon Vailey, the 
e(ectronic suburb of an agglomeration m u t  aggbmeration. 
We have amved, in the era of telematic non-separability, at 
the zero degree of architecture. Wnb,  LOS^ ~imendori p. tao] 

The tirst part of Hughes' iife oouid pass for a prograrnming of 
behavior by drearn and desire: he wanted to borne the 
richest, the greatest aviator, the most important producer in 
aie world, and he suaeeûed everywtiere osterita*usly; 
overexposing his person, avid for publicity, for years he 
inundates the Western press wiih his image, with tales of his 
records or conquests of wmen. 

For Hughes, to be is not to inhabii; polytropos, like Homer's 
Ulysses, not occupying oniy one place, he desites not to be 
identifiaMe, but especiaily to Mentify w M  nothing. 'He is no 
one because he wants to be no one and to be no one you 
have ta be everywhere and nowhere." This taste for 
ubiquitous absence he'll quench, first through his use of 
various technical media, in suipassing what was thetn the 
m a t  prestigious speed record: the 14th of July, 1938, his 
Lockheed-Cylebne having tlown around the world "in a great 
circula? arc," lands at Fbyd Bennet Field where he had M e n  
08 on July 10th. Then he guides his plane into the hangar to 
the exact point he kit from. It isn't bng before Hughes 
recognizes that his desire dor movement is only desire of 
inertia, desire to see anive what is left Mind. 



Hughes, shortly before the crash show below. 



Then Howard Hughes disappears. 

Çoon his only Iink to the wrld will be the telephone. üke 
Chateaubriand, he iocks into a nanow space his life-long 
hopes. The rooms he wants to be in now are narrow and al1 
alike, even if they are worlds apart. Nat only does he thereby 
elimfnate the impression of going from one place to another 
(as in the empty bop of the world record), but above al1 each 
place was such as he could have expeeted it ta be. The 
windows were ail shaded and the sunlight could no more 
penetrate these dark rooms than the unanticipated image of a 
different land-. 

Suppressing al1 uncertainty, Hughes could believe himself 
everywhere and nowhere, yestwday and tomomw, since al1 
points of refererice to astronomical space or time were 
eliminated. 

At the foot of the bed where he was lying was, however, an 
artiial window, a movie screen. At the head there was a 
pmpctor and alongside it, W i n  reach, the controls that 
albwed him to project his films, always the same, eating 
indefinitely from the same plate. 

Master of an incomparable fortune, of a considerable 
technical and industrial achievement, the only purpose of his 
weaîth, finally, was to purchase total reclusion in a da* m m  
wtiere he Iived nude, coveteâ with bedsoms, emaciated and 
desthte on a pallet. 

The Masîer of fime. 





Le Corbusier, 1999 
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